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PREFACE 

One of the main objective of Teaching Microcredit is to overcome the 

Eurocentric perspective in development education, through observation, study 

and analysis of some Microcredit experiences. 

During our previous studies we discovered that Microcredit is declined 

in several different ways, according to local context characteristics. 

While the original Microcredit model has been created in Bangladesh, 

we discovered that all over the world we can observe several economical, 

financial and social experiences leaded by the same principles. 

So we can speak about Microcredit, Popular Economy, Xitique, Sumuk 

Kawsay, Tontine, Minga and many other experiences. 

What can we learn from these experiences? Can we use what we 

observed in Bangladesh, Mozambique, Ecuador and Tunisia to offer a wider 

overview of the world to our students, here in Europe? 

We travelled a lot. Not to assess or evaluate their practices, but to 

observe and learn something. Because alternatives already exist. 

Before teaching microcredit, before teaching popular economy, we 

have the responsibility to open our minds and learn. 

This is what we tried to do. 

As Luis Hinojosa said during an interview, “We have to start working 

with the trainers. They should be people who lived something” 
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BANGLADESH 

1. ABOUT THE FIELD MISSION  

1.1. Main Activities 

During the mission in Bangladesh, the main activities and interviews 

were the following: 

 Visiting the Grameen Bank head office in Dhaka, and several 

departments and companies of the Grameen Family; 

 Meeting key representatives of the Grameen Family, especially: 

o Nurjahan Begum, ex Deputy Managing Director of 

Grameen Bank, ex Managing Director of Grameen 

Bank and Managing Director of Grameen Shikka (and 

her staff); 

o Md Huzzat Latifee, Managing Director of Grameen 

Trust (and his staff); 

o Mohammad Yunus, Founder and ex Managing Director 

of Grameen Bank 

 Attending the Social Business Day and the separate seminary 

about “Social Business and Microcredit”; 

 Visiting each level of the field structure of Grameen Bank, 

especially: 

o 1 Zonal Office (Tangail); 

o 1 Area Office (Ghatail); 

o 1 Branch Office (Ghatail); 

o 2 Centre Offices (Ghatail and Elenga); 

o 2 Centre Meetings (Ghatail and Elenga). 

 Visiting many enterprises built up through microcredits on the 

field; 

 Observing and participating in every phase of credit on the field 

(from request to devolution); 

 Video interviews with: 

o Larry Reed, Director of the Microcredit Summit 

Campaign; 
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o Mohammad Shahjahan, Acting Managing Director and 

CEO of Grameen Bank; 

o Babul Shaha, Zonal Manager of Tangail District; 

o Md Alaul Huda Sarkar, Area Manager of Ghatail 

Area; 

o Md Zahangir Alam, Branch Manager of Ghatail 

Branch; 

o Shah Md Mustafizur Rahman, Centre Manager of 

Centre n. 65/F, Ghatail Landless Female Association; 

o Musammat Joinob, Borrower of Grameen Bank, 

Centre n. 65/F, Ghatail Landless Female Association; 

o Dipali, Borrower of Grameen Bank, Centre n. 81/F; 

o Asia Aktar, Borrower of Grameen Bank, Centre n. 

42/F, Elenga Landless Female Association; 

o Laily Begum, Borrower of Grameen Bank Centre n. 

42/F, Elenga Landless Female Association; 

o Tania Sultana, Borrower of Grameen Bank Centre n. 

42/F, Elenga Landless Female Association; 

1.2. Members of the Mission 

The mission team was composed by: 

 Luisa Brunori (University of Bologna, Scientific Coordinator) 

 Andrea Sparro (University of Bologna) 

 Miko Meloni (Film Maker) 

 Zakaria Rahman (Grameen Bank International Program 

Department, Guide and Translator) 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Grameen Bank is the very first experience of a bank entirely 

dedicated to microcredit. Created by Prof. M. Yunus in 1976, Grameen Bank 

received many recognitions during last 35 years. The main recognition is the 

Nobel Peace Prize for M. Yunus and for Grameen Bank, in 2006. Grameen 

Bank operates in every district of Bangladesh, and it has more than 8 million 

borrowers in a 150 million people country. The word “Grameen”, in Bengali 
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language, means “village”, so that they act mainly in the rural areas of the 

country. Almost 97% of the borrowers are women. Grameen Bank is only 

one of the almost 30 companies of the Grameen Family, which has structures 

able to work on education, energy, communications, and so on. 

Grameen Bank has a very strong field structure, composed of five 

officers level based on geographical aspects, and of the groups of the 

borrowers, with a special internal organization. The smallest unit is the 

Centre. Various Centres are monitored by the same Branch. More branches 

constitute an Area. The biggest division, before of the central Headquarter, 

is the Zone. This kind of structure creates a form of co-responsibility on the 

majority of the issues. As we could observe, any manager perfectly and 

personally knows people working under and over him, even if the offices are 

in very far places. In each centre meeting we found approximately 40 

borrowers. Grameen Bank borrowers are organized in five people groups, 

each group has a spokesperson, and each centre has a centre leader. We 

found that structure as a whole has an essential importance in creating 

benefits among borrowers, and we’ll try to explain it. 

Our general idea, after the mission, is that Grameen Microcredit is a 

very important tool, for Bangladeshi people, to alleviate poverty, create 

new jobs, locally develop, and produce relational goods. 

Several studies has been conducted on Grameen Microcredit Model. 

Especially, Unibo, member of the partnership, produced several publication 

on the subject. We decided to put in this report only what we have directly 

observed, and not all our knowledge on Grameen Bank and Bangladeshi 

Microcredit. For a complete overview on Unibo multidisciplinary researches 

on the topic, please consult our bibliography in annex. 

3. GRAMEEN BANK 

The starting assumption of the whole Grameen experience is that if 

poor people are given access to credit, they will be able to implement 

viable income generating activities. But, as obvious, poor people have no 

guaranties, no collateral. That’s why the idea was to give loans without 

collaterals, based on trust. The discover was, not so surprisingly, that also 

poor people give money back. 
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Throughout the course of its existence, Grameen Bank has changed 

some rules (we can speak about Grameen one and Grameen two), and 

nowadays the fundamental principles are the following: 

 Credit is given on trust, and not on collateral; 

 Credit is given to women, in a gender perspective, in order to 

empower them and their families; 

 The group is the most liable unit, either for the devolution of the 

loan or for the production of relational goods; 

 Microcredit is for development, and not for consumption; 

 Borrowers have to respect the so called “16 decisions”, some 

behavior rules about responsibility in house management, 

children education, hygienic conditions, health, money 

management, and more; 

 The ownership of the Bank is in the hands of the borrowers, 

3.1. Trust 

Giving loans on trust is probably the most significant aspect of the 

model. On one side, it includes in the credit system the very poor people, 

who have nothing, no good, no money, no assets. So, people can start with a 

significantly little activity (we interviewed Asia, a woman who creates bags 

for the markets using simple paper sheets). On the other side, poor people is 

encouraged to reach his/her goals, as for the first time someone “believes” in 

him/her. Credit on trust breaks the prejudices against poor people, gives 

them a chance, makes them feel responsible. The real guarantee is their 

commitment. In facts, the repayment rate is very high, more or less 97%. 

3.2. Women 

Sexism is a very huge problem in Bangladesh, so women are victims of 

a wide range of discriminations. At the same time, women are the 

responsible of feeding and growing up the children, managing the home. So, 

for this kind of duty, they seem to be more affordable, more responsible in 

the money inversion and repayment, and they use the money to generate 

empowerment for themselves and the best benefits for their families. 
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3.3. Group 

Also the group has a double function. On one side, poor people, poor 

women can find in the group a place to create a dialogue among peers, a 

kind of safe place where they can speak of their life freely, creating 

friendship and other relational goods. people can therefore feel good in a 

community, without loneliness and individualism. Then, the group is a 

guarantee itself, as the commitment for the repayment is not only with the 

bank, but with every member of the group. Thus, feeling as a part of the 

group allows people to feel safe to run the obvious risks of a new enterprise, 

and furthermore it makes the devolution of the loan more effective. 

3.4. Development 

Grameen Bank gives different types of credit (with different interest 

rates). The loan can be used for a new enterprise, for the enlargement of an 

existing business, or even to improve the shelter situation, or for the 

education of the children too. What these purposes have in common is an 

idea of development. Not only financial development, of course, but also 

cultural, social, human. The idea is that credit for consumption does not create 

incomes, it does not create jobs, it does not affect the relations, in substance 

it does not create development; on the contrary, it may generate a form of 

dependence. 

3.5. Rules 

The idea is to change some non-economic behaviors. Meaning changing 

behaviors that badly affect on the family, on the children, on the home, on 

the health, and also on the financial situation of the borrowers. Of course we 

can discuss about the opportunity to submit the loan concession under the 

undersigning of some rules, about the impact these rules may have on the 

individual and collective culture, but in this case our assumption is that the 

goal is to improve the life of poor people, eliminating some dependence 

factors, and improving the socio-sanitary-educational life of the families. 

3.6. Ownership 
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A traditional commercial bank is lead by the desire to increase the 

richness of the owner. Grameen Bank is lead by the motivation of officers 

and borrowers, moving for the same mission.  

 

Borrowers in the Centre meeting of Ghatail, during the repayments operations 

4. THE INTERVIEWS 

Each people interviewed spoke about the role, the functions, the 

activities he or she has in the process of microcredit. We asked them about 

the added values, the significance of their experience. We tried to 

understand how microcredit changed (if it changed) the life of individuals 

(both borrowers and officers), of their families, and of the communities they 

live in. We also asked about the elements they feel we (as European) can 

learn from their experience. 

4.1. The officers 

4.1.1. Centre Manager 

In the field structure, the Centre seems to be the main power house of 

Grameen Bank. The Centre Manager is in direct contact with the borrowers, 

so he has the duty to be correct and always on time, to give the good 
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example. He manages the meeting jointly with the centre leader and the 

group leaders, he is interested in every aspect of the borrowers lives. He 

uses to ask about personal conditions, health, financial, educational situation 

of the families, and he tries to help borrowers to solve personal problems. 

He visits the houses of the borrowers to ensure that the loan is used for the 

declared purpose. In facts, the Centre Manager tries to establish a good 

relation with the borrowers and their families (that he knows), tries to create 

a feeling of mutual trust, because he represents the very first contact 

between the borrower and the bank. This kind of close relation allows to 

give loans without collaterals, because borrower and officer are in a trust 

relationship. Thus, if officer is always in time, the borrowers will be too. If 

officer is correct, the borrower will be too. So, the Centre Manager is the 

person who, in the eyes of the borrower, gives concretely the loan without 

collateral, and he will be the same person who will act in every moment like 

a good example to follow, thus creating a mutual trust. At this level (we will 

see it at every level) the motivation of the officers must be very high, 

because they have a big responsibility, due to the close relations with poor 

people. The motivation also is given by the fact that they directly observe 

the benefits for poor people, and therefore have perception of being part 

of a good development process. Of course, also the ambition and the 

possibility to reach higher positions is a good motivation. Al these reasons 

make the job of the Centre Manager very efficient, fast and careful. The 

main difficulties for a Centre Manager are about natural disasters, like flood 

and storms, that affect the borrowers. When borrowers are affected, the 

officers have to understand the situation and help the borrowers to rebuilt 

their activities. Of course, they have to motivate the “bad” members, the 

ones who do not repay in time, or not repay at all. As no collaterals are 

asked, the only way to recover the loan is to motivate them, showing the 

benefits to be part of the process. 
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Centre Manager and Branch Manager during the disbursement operations 

4.1.2. Branch Manager 

The second level, also very close to the borrowers and in a direct 

relation with them, is the Branch. The Branch Manager (BM) has to manage 

all the local structures, coordinate all the Centre Managers and their work on 

the field, helping them in case of needs, has to receive loan proposals and 

give loans, he has to build good relations not only with the borrowers, but 

also with all the local community, to create a good environment around the 

branch. The main responsibility, in the banking process, is to manage all the 

loans phases – receiving proposal, evaluating proposal, disbursing loan, 

collecting repayments, writing reports, counting money, allocating deposits 

and savings – substantially monitoring that every operation is correct. The 

BM is in a crucial point of the field structure, because he has a lot of people 

“under” and a lot of people “over” his role, so he should respect the 

expectations of a wide range of people. That’s why the BM has an important 

paper in defining and value the qualities that a good officers should 

demonstrate. It’s a mix of effectiveness, commitment, courage, strong 

personality, generosity, honesty, passion, and above all a good 

understanding power, another important skill in such a close relation with 

poor people in needs. The BM has the responsibility to receive orders from 
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the higher levels, understand the meaning of the order (meaning policy and 

program significance), and transfer it to the lower level, helping all the CMs 

to reach the goal. Also the BM, as the CM, is always interested in the 

personal lives of his subordinates. He knows not only the borrowers and their 

families, but also all the CMs and their families, and he cares about their 

personal situations. It is a common policy of Grameen Bank (we will find it at 

every level), and it is considered as an important part of the community 

wellbeing. Also in this case we could see that personal motivation is a very 

important element in the work of BMs. Grameen Bank works for the poor 

people, so their objective is to develop the life of poor people of that part 

of the country. The ambition of the BM we met is to “spread my branch as 

the best Branch of the Zone”. It seems, again, that the strength of personal 

motivation of the officers is given by a mix of personal ambition (due to the 

multilevel field structure, and the concrete possibilities to advance), and 

awareness of the mission of the Bank, thus commitment. About the challenges 

for an officer in such a position, apart from natural disasters (always 

mentioned), the main problem may be represented by the “bad” borrowers. 

Every wrong habit – like lack of participation in the meetings, or being late 

at the meetings, or with the repayments – may let other members succumb to 

the same thing, and so the effort of the officers to give the good example 

could be in vain. That’s why the only solution is to motivate the “bad” 

members. This can be done through private dialogues, with them and with 

their families, in their houses, involving BM and CMs, involving members of 

the family, of the community, other borrowers, showing them the benefits of 

good behaviors in every phase of the process. The “good” borrowers are 

more likely to receive new loans, and bigger amounts of money, because 

trust plays an important role in every aspect of the issue. But, our BM says, 

the “bad” members are one over one thousand. What makes BM experience 

unique, in their view, is the importance of a social work. Not only a job, but 

an action useful for the society, for the community, through devotion to duty 

and work, efforts, time dedicated to other people. 

3.1.3. Area Manager 

The third level is the Area. The Area Manager (AM) is in a 

intermediate place between the head office and the borrowers. His paper is 

mainly to guarantee the link between the head and the field. The AM should 
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guide the workers on the field, coordinate their work, he is responsible of 

monitoring and evaluation of centres and branches work, he is in charge of 

planning activities, recruiting new workers and approving of new borrowers. 

It seems he is in charge of important bureaucratic, administrative and formal 

activities. He also should control the formal correctness of all documents, all 

counts. One of the teachings that AM is responsible to spread is about giving 

good example through individual behavior and bank behavior. Their offices 

are simple and bare, few furniture, no air conditioning. Officers must run a 

simple life, with simple lifestyle, without luxuries in the house, in the clothes. 

This is because they should give a good example to the poor people, not to 

spread a consumerist way of life, and also because they should create 

comfortable environment for poor people, to let them feel free to enter and 

participate, because luxury create like a block, above all mental. 

3.1.4. Zonal Manager 

The highest representative of Grameen Bank on the field is the Zonal 

Manager (ZM). The meeting with ZM allowed us to have a wider view on the 

field structure, on the relations among the different levels not formally and 

theoretically, but substantially. The field structure has a sense. In one point of 

view, it has an organizational sense, because the country is big, the 

communications are not easy, the borrowers are a lot and dislocated in 

every part of the country, so this kind of structure can assure monitoring and 

capillarity all over the field, there is a high grade of reciprocal control and 

commitment. In the point of view of the officers, such numbers of levels gives 

the opportunity to increase the position of the worker, and it gives new 

strength to the workers to do their job at best.  
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Zonal manager Babul Shaha and our guide Zakaria Rahman during the interview 

As we heard in the words of the ZM we met, it is important the sense of 

the group among the borrowers and among the officers too, because the 

strength is given by the unity of the group. Then, motivate everyone is the 

main paper of a ZM, more important than others, like control supervision, 

planning, accounts compilation, monitoring and evaluation. Motivation is 

something that should be brought not only to the officers, but also to their 

family and to all the level of the community, because involvement and 

commitment – at every levels – seems to be one of the key factors of the 

success of the experience. That’s why the meeting the ZM organizes and 

attends are not only with members of Grameen – since borrowers to head 

office – but also with the workers association leaders, with other 

organizations, with local elites, with other banks, for the creation of a good 

environment out of the Grameen structure. We understand that such an 

original experience can be subject of many critiques, that’s why the ZM has a 

very important role, because he has the responsibility to dialogue with the 

external environment, creating good relations and showing the opportunities. 

As an authority on the field, the ZM has to teach and stimulate everyone to 

have certain conducts, necessary to do a good job and respect the vision and 

the original spirit of the Grameen philosophy. The first one is the motivation – 

as we already said – or better the self-motivation, meaning not imposed, but 
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based on conviction and awareness of working to serve poor people. Then 

the importance of serving, and not servicing (meaning that servicing is 9-17 

hours, but serving is 24 hours, total dedication to the cause), the 

perseverance, the need to cooperate in helping poor people, the importance 

of mindset, moral courage and determination, available behavior, dynamic 

personality (meaning also versatility, capacity to understand the interlocutor), 

good outlook, transparency, creativity, adaptability, and last but not least 

the importance of simplicity in communicating with poor people, in behave, 

clothing, decorations. Because, as we already said, poor people can be 

scared, mostly when they meet the “big boss”, meaning the ZM. 

3.1.5. Managing Director 

 

Acting Managing Director of Grameen Bank, Md Shahjahan, with Professor Luisa 
Brunori from Bologna University 

The main representative of Grameen Bank is the Managing Director, 

not to be confused with the owners, that are the same borrowers, 

represented by a Committee of borrowers. Now, the Acting Managing 

Director of Grameen Bank is Mister Md. Shajahan. We could meet him in 

more than one moment, and we could interview him. With Mr. Shahjahan we 

could discuss about a lot of issue that can explain better the vision, the 

methodology, the mission, the perspective of Grameen Bank, and the 

possibility to learn about such an experience. 

We try to synthesize them in points: 
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 The importance of valuable workers – as we could describe – is 

based on a solid recruitment. The strategy for recruitment is to 

select very young people, after they finish their studies, so that 

they are “fresh, not contaminated”. If workers are recruited very 

young, they are able to join the vision of Grameen Bank before 

they can live in a system dominated by another kind of 

mainstream. They will be the makers and the witnesses of the life 

of poor people, so they could grow up and change – when older 

– the common vision; 

 The develop of Grameen Bank in Bangladesh is not due to 

cultural factors, but only economic. In Bangladesh there are 

millions of poor people needing a small amount of money to start 

a new activity. And poor people are in every country, all over 

the world. There are no cultural and religious barriers to start this 

kind of financial inclusion; 

 The methodology is the same, in the city and in the villages. The 

difference is in the social structure. In the villages, in the 

countryside, everyone knows everyone, there is a sense of the 

community. In the cities, poor people live in the slum areas. So, 

they have no emotional attachment to the place they live in, to 

their houses, the relations are more difficult. That’s why the 

success of Grameen in the villages is much higher than in the 

cities; 

 The success of an MFI depends not only on the model, but also – 

and mainly – on the quality of the workers, and on the quality of 

the leadership. As we saw, dedication, commitment, sacrifice are 

key factors in the success of Grameen Bank. If the motivation of 

MFIs is to make money, then they will not pay attention to the 

poor people needs. There are various cases of MFIs misusing the 

name of MC to enrich the owners of the MFI, losing the basic aim 

of microfinance. Grameen Bank aims at financial sustainability, 

and to do this it tries to minimize the costs, and not maximize 

profit – for example increasing the interest rates. So, a MFI that 

aims at making profit is like a “deviated” MFI, because it does 

not respect the original aim.  
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 All the philosophy of Grameen Bank can be seen through 

observing the coherence between enouncing principles and 

practicing them. The “16 decisions” are an example of good 

principles for the specific Bangladesh situation. It means that 

every experience has to be supported by a kind of education of 

poor people for a safe, healthy and responsible way of life.  

 

A poster with the 16 decisions in the Branch Office, in Ghatail 

 In Bangladesh most of people are illiterates. So Grameen Bank 

had to start with the education of the borrowers since the 

beginning. One of the condition to have a loan, for a GB 

borrower, is to learn how to sign (it is a task of the Centre 

Manager). Learn how to sign (and how to read) means they 

break the first barrier, and so they can deal with an official 

institution. 

 Basically the point is that there are five fundamental recognized 

human rights: shelter, food, education, work and safety. To 
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ensure them poor people needs money. And access to credit, or 

to financial services, ensure the possibility to reach those human 

rights. “Catch a dollar” is a documentary, produced in United 

States for the creation of Grameen America, that explains how it 

is very difficult to have “the first” dollar. Only with some money 

– meaning in this case a microcredit – people can improve their 

economical situation. But if banks ask for collateral, poor people 

cannot have money, so the improving process cannot start. 

Grameen Bank gives credit on trust, making possible poverty 

alleviation. This is something that can be taught in every part of 

the world, and it should be learned since the beginning of 

education. Because after it is harder to break the barrier. If 

people learn such a principle when they are very young, so they 

can advocate it with policy makers, burocrats and civil society 

when they grow up. 

 

4.2. The Borrowers 

Interviewing borrowers was a very important and hard task. Linguistic 

and cultural barriers were very difficult to face. They were generally 

women, interviewed by men and with a camera pointed at them, rounded by 

several watching persons. Our translator had not just to translate, but also to 

explain our question to them, so we have to take into consideration the loss 

of shades in their answers. 

Anyway, we could notice some common behaviours among the 

borrowers we interviewed. All of them were shy, but also desirous to make us 

comfortable. Most of them wore wonderful clothes and some jewels, so we 

had the impression they could give a good impression to us. 

We could know many experiences of people emerged from poverty 

thanks to Grameen bank loans. Some of them created huge businesses, with 

a lot of employees, among relatives and neighbours, obtaining a certain 

social centrality. 
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Interviewing a borrower with all her family in Ghatail 

Typology of businesses are various: from rice factory to candy factory, 

from textile and tailor shop to making bags or cattle breeding. 

The most important thing we have learned is that activities can be 

really small. For example, we know a lady creating little bags for fruit 

sellers, recycling papers and using only some glue, as you can see in the pic 

below. 

 

A borrower creating small paper bags, in Elenga 

In general, we can say that, according to what we viewed, the 

borrowers of Grameen Bank substantially improved their livelihood, they 

gained social centrality, they helped not only their family but also their 

neighborhood, they could send their children to school, they could improve 
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their shelter. In few words, they emerged (or they are going to emerge) from 

poverty. 

5. SOCIAL BUSINESS DAY 

During our mission we had the possibility to join a big conference 

called “Social Business Day”, organized by Prof. Yunus every year to 

coordinate all the initiatives about his new concept: Social Business. Social 

Business is a new idea of business, based on human needs more than on 

maximizing profit for the owner of the company. According to Yunus, Social 

Business has five principles: 

 

Original document developed by Muhammad Yunus at the World Economic Forum in 
Davos, January 2009 

1. Business objective will be to overcome poverty, or one or more 

problems (such as education, health, technology access, and 

environment) which threaten people and society; not profit 

maximization. 
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2. Financial and economic sustainability. 

3. Investors get back their investment amount only. No dividend is 

given beyond investment money. 

4. When investment amount is paid back, company profit stays 

with the company for expansion and improvement. 

5. Environmentally conscious. 

6. Workforce gets market wage with better working conditions. 

7. ...do it with joy. 

During the Social Business day, with delegation from more than 60 

countries, several speakers presented their social business experiences or 

their projects for the future. 

 

Prof. Yunus during Social Business Day, in Dhaka 

6. CONSIDERATIONS 

We can try to make some additional considerations about the 

development and the success of Grameen Bank in Bangladesh. 

We knew that Grameen Bank, after some years of foreign aid, 

reached a financial sustainability, without increasing interest rates, without 

inserting a kind of loan dedicated to consumption. They reached a huge 

amount of capital and they tried to minimize the costs. We could know that 

the average interest rate (Grameen applies different interest rates 

depending on the type of loans) is 16%, while the operational costs are 

around 14%. It means that the profit is very low (remembering that the 
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owners of the bank are the same borrowers). Among the factors that allow to 

have the costs at a low level there are the low salaries of the employees at 

every level, from the centre managers since the managers of all the 

departments of the head office, and of course the low expenses for furniture 

and decorations in the offices. Another important factor is due to the 

demographic situation in the country. Bangladesh is an overpopulated 

country, and the density is particularly high. It means that a branch office in 

the countryside, for example, can manage 15 centres, and every centre 50 

borrowers. With only one small branch office, in a place far from the city, 

Grameen Bank can reach in their own houses 750 borrowers. This is not 

possible in a country with deserts, or anyway with low density. 

Commitment and self motivation seem to be key factors at every level 

of the field structures and among the borrowers. This gave us the idea that 

values and principles, introduced through the charisma of the founder, Yunus, 

interiorized by the whole Grameen team, and then spread through the 16 

decisions among poor people, are a fundamental element to run a successful 

experience. 

Future success of Grameen Bank seems to be uncertain: an 

organization that can influence the life of millions of people has to fight to 

preserve its autonomy. The creator of the experience, Prof. Yunus, has been 

“fired” from the Bank after a conflict with the Government, who is trying to 

take the control on the Bank. In this situation, probably the experience and 

the motivation of all the officers will be very important to preserve this 

organization that made and makes very important steps towards poverty 

alleviation in Bangladesh.  
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MOZAMBIQUE 

1. ABOUT THE FIELD MISSION 

The field mission to Mozambique is the core part of one of the country 

case studies of the project “Teaching Microcredit”, funded by the European 

Commission. The other three country case studies will be: Bangladesh, 

Ecuador and Cambodia. These trips are addressed to collect information 

able to help the development of an educational toolkit that will be used to 

teach students about poverty, financial exclusion, and microcredit as a way 

to get out of poverty.  

As a consequence, the aim of the field mission to Mozambique has 

been to collect materials on microcredit organizations, microcredit schemes, 

habits and attitudes of borrowers, in order to understand the role of 

microfinance (including micro-deposit, microcredit and micro-insurance) within 

Mozambican society. This need led to the preparation of a wide agenda of 

interviews with Microfinance Institutions (MFIs), associations and borrowers. 

Microcredit has been studied as an answer to avoid financial exclusion 

and, in last term, to get out of poverty. So, it has been a key issue to 

understand the socio-cultural, political and economical reality of 

Mozambique, the story and origins of microcredit in this country, and whether 

it is helping entrepreneurship and poverty alleviation strategies or not. As a 

consequence, the team has also performed interviews with academics and 

other key agents who have offered a general idea about the country and 

cultural reactions to get to live the life Mozambicans have reasons to value. 

1.1. Agenda 

The field mission was performed from August 17th to August 26th, and 

the final agenda of meetings and interviews was the following: 

 Monday 19/08/2013 

o Visit - Janet Market (Xitique) 

o Talk - Jose, cigarette seller (Xitique) 

 Tuesday 20/08/2013 

o Interview – Domenico Liuzzi (Kulima) 
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o Interview – Ben Botha (Socremo) 

o Visit – Farmer assoc. (Kulima)  

 Wednesday 21/08/2013 

o Visit – Farmer association (Marracuene)  

o Interview – Farmer Association (Marracuene) 

o Interview – Joao Mosca (Mondlane University) 

 Thursday 22/08/2013 

o Interview – Antonio Souto (Gapi)  

o Interview – Gildo Santos Lucas (Tchuma)  

o Interview – Mr. Sequeira (BDP) 

o Talk – Enriqueta Hunguana (ICC) 

 Friday 23/08/2013 

o Interview – René Celaya (Care) 

o Visit – Farmers Association (with Jacinto Manjate-

Gapi)  

o Interview – MFI (with Jacinto Manjate-Gapi) 

 Monday 26/08/2013 

o Interview – Team of university teachers (Saint Thomas 

University)  

o Visit – School (Marracuene) 

1.2. Stakeholders interviewed 

 Mr. Benjamin Botha, Chief Executive Officer, SOCREMO, 

Avenida 24 de Julho. 

 Mr. René Celaya, CARE Mozambique, Av. Mártires de Mueda, nº 

596, Maputo. 

 Ms. Enriqueta Hunguana, ICC (International Capital Corporation), 

researcher, author of studies on microfinance in Mozambique. 

 Mr. Domenico Liuzzi, Executive Director, KULIMA, Av. Karl Marx 

1452, Maputo.  

 Mr. Jacinto Manjate (GAPI). 

 Professor Joao Mosca, Universidade Politecnica Mondlane, Head 

of Rural Observatory.  

 Mr. Antonio Sotos, Chief Executive Officer, GAPI, Av Samora 

Machel nr 323, Maputo. 
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 Mr. Gildo Santos Lucas, President of the Board Banco TCHUMA 

and president of AMOMIF (Associaçao Moçambicana dos 

Operadores de Microcredito), Av. 24 de Julho, N° 240, Maputo. 

 Mr. Sequeira, ex chairman of the microcredit operations at 

Banco Popular de Desenvolvimento. 

 Professor Joseph Wamala, a professor of Finance at St. Thomas 

University in Maputo. 

 Leaders and members of Farmer Associations in Marracuene and 

Magude. 

 Co-ordinators and members of Xitique communities in Maputo. 

1.3. Members of the team 

The team which participated on the mission was composed by the 

following members: 

 Professor Antonio Sianes, coordinator of the field mission, from 

the Spanish team, representing Loyola University Andalusia and 

ETEA Foundation. 

 Professors Luisa Brunori and Andrea Sparro, from the Bologna 

team, representing University of Bologna. 

 Professor Peter Futo, from the Hungarian team, representing 

Corvinus University of Budapest and Hungarian Baptist Aid. 

 Ms Alexandra Poeder, from the Bolzano team, representing 

Bolzano Autonomous Province. 

 Ms Erica Bauzer and Ms Maria Chiara Lesi, from the GVC team.  

 A local team constituted by Mr. Cubilas Messope as a facilitator, 

Mr Virgillio as a translator, and Mr Jorge da Costa Ferreira as a 

driver. 

 Mr Miko Meloni, the filmmaker. 
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The team at work 

2. ABOUT MOZAMBIQUE 

2.1. Demography 

The Republic of Mozambique in South-Eastern Africa is a country of 

800,000 km2, almost double than Spain and triple than Italy and ten times 

Hungary. It is bordered by the Indian Ocean to the east, Tanzania to the 

north, Malawi and Zambia to the northwest, Zimbabwe to the west and 

Swaziland and South Africa to the southwest. The capital and largest city is 

Maputo, with 1,200,000 people. 
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As a curiosity, Mozambique is the only country to have a weapon in its flag. 

The country is divided into two topographical regions by the Zambezi 

River. To the north of the Zambezi River, the narrow coastline moves inland to 

hills and low plateaus, and further west to rugged highlands, which include 

the Niassa highlands, Namuli or Shire highlands, Angonia highlands, Tete 

highlands and the Makonde plateau, covered with miombo woodlands. To 

the south of the Zambezi River, the lowlands are broader with the 

Mashonaland plateau and Lebombo Mountains located in the deep south. 
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Political Map - Mozambique 

Mozambique has a population of 24.4 million inhabitants. The country 

has a young population: life expectancy is comparatively low 

(approximately 50 years), and HIV/AIDS affects more than 10% of the 

population aged 15-49.  
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Population pyramid - Mozambique 

The estimated four million Macua are the dominant group in the 

northern part of the country; the Sena and Shona (mostly Ndau) are 

prominent in the Zambezi valley, and the Shangaan (Tsonga) dominate in 

southern Mozambique. Bantu people comprise 97.8% of the population, with 

the rest including White Africans (largely of Portuguese ancestry), Euro-

Africans (mestiço people of mixed Bantu and Portuguese heritage), and 

Indians. 

Portuguese is the official and most widely spoken language of the 

nation, spoken by 50.3% of the population. The Bantu-group languages of 

Mozambique that are indigenous to the country vary greatly in their 

groupings and in some cases are rather poorly appreciated and 

documented. Apart from its lingua franca uses in the north of the country, 

Swahili is spoken in a small area of the coast next to the Tanzanian border. 

Talking about religion, Christians make up 56.1% of Mozambique's 

population and Muslims comprise 17.9% of the population. 7.3% of the 

people hold other beliefs, mainly animism, and 18.7% have no religious 

beliefs. 
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Maputo’s catholic cathedral and main Mosque 

2.2. History and Politics 

The last 25 years of Mozambique's history have been intense, as they 

have encapsulated the political developments of the entire 20th 

century. First, Portuguese colonialism ended in 1974. Then, the independence 

was proclaimed in 1975 by the leaders of FRELIMO, a military party, which 

immediately allied to the Soviet bloc, eliminating political pluralism, religious 

educational institutions, and the role of traditional authorities. Then a civil 

war started, which was followed by an economic collapse during the first 

decade of Mozambican independence. In the 90s democracy began, and 

even if there are two main parties at stake, FRELIMO and RENAMO, ever 

since FRELIMO has been the ruling party. 

2.3. Economy 

Compared to other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, Mozambique has 

a relatively small but quickly growing Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per 

head. The country receives development assistance worth one-fifth of its 

GDP. Mozambique has enjoyed fast economic growth over the past decade, 

starting from a very low base. Much of the economic growth and increase in 

formal employment can be attributed to the increase in foreign direct 

investment in the extraction sector. However, Mozambique is still among the 

poorest countries in Sub-Saharan Africa: the majority of the Mozambican 
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population lives in poverty. Mozambique’s overall Human Development 

Index (HDI) is below the average for sub-Saharan Africa. 

The majority of Mozambican households are supported by subsistence 

agriculture. More than two-thirds of the population lives in rural areas. The 

agricultural sector employs three-quarter of the workforce and represents 

one-third of the GDP. The Mozambican economy relies to a large extent on 

a dozen of so called “mega projects” financed by foreign capital, such as 

export-oriented mining and energy producing extractive activities requiring 

an investment of over 500 million USD each. Their production accounts for 

three quarters of Mozambique’s exports. The country exports mainly 

aluminium, sugar, tobacco, wood, cotton, electricity, natural gas, food and 

beverage (in particular beer) and tobacco, while it imports mechanic and 

energy machinery, fuel, cereals and steel. 

 

Dock - Maputo 

Regarding the financial sector, there are 18 commercial banks 

registered by the Bank of Mozambique. The 12 largest banks are all mainly 

held by foreign shareholders. The Mozambican financial sector is very 

concentrated. The vast majority of financial activities and clients are located 

in the urban area of the capital Maputo and, to a minor extent, in other 

provincial capitals. Out of the 300 bank branches, more than half are to be 

found in the capital Maputo and the Province of Maputo. Most of ATMs are 

also in this region.  
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Due to low population density in rural areas, poor transportation and 

communication infrastructure, lack of qualified human resources the operating 

costs of financial institutions are high. Therefore most households and small 

businesses have poor access to banking services. More than three-quarter of 

the population has no access to financial services at all. Reaching out to the 

underserved rural population is one of the industry’s major challenges. In 

2010 only around 6% of the population had a loan and 10% had a savings 

account. Gender discrepancies exist in many facets of life: women have less 

access to educational and employment opportunities than men, fewer assets 

and lower incomes, and as such have lower levels of financial inclusion than 

men. Only 13% of all firms have access to a credit line, most of which are 

large firms. Most of SMEs remain excluded from the financial market. This is 

partly due to the fact that micro businesses can only provide poor financial 

information about themselves which prevents them from obtaining credit lines. 

The majority of loans have been disbursed by a few foreign banks held 

mainly by Portuguese and South African shareholders. 

2.4. Sociology, culture and anthropology 

Mozambique’s post-colonialist, post-war, post-Socialist transition to 

neo-liberal democracy and “rule of law” has brought a lot of socio-cultural 

changes. Traditional authorities, such as tribal/local chiefs, coexist today with 

other formal authorities. The current legal recognition of rights and duties is 

implying a deep paradox and echoing some of the most conflicting legacies 

from colonialism. Economic issues such as heritage, property of the land, or 

the autonomy to start up a business, recognized as rights in the Constitution 

of Mozambique, conflict with unsolved gender and ethnic issues. 

It is not an easy task to introduce microcredit in such a complex context. 

Microcredit finds basis in mutual trust, a sense of community and gender 

equality. Some of these elements are present in local rural communities. 

Some of them are more widespread in urban areas. But, in general, in most 

cases one of them is missing, rendering very difficult the constitution of a solid 

program of microcredit. 

The socialist tradition has brought also another problem regarding 

microcredit: citizens are not used to give back the money they are lent. The 
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general state of corruption does not help this situation, since the public 

powers have no moral authority to avoid this behavior.  

2.5. Poverty and development info 

When the first Human Development Report came out in 1990, 

Mozambique was at the bottom of the list, ranked one of the least 

developed countries (LDCs) in the world. Two decades later, the 2012 

Report discloses no noticeable improvements. The country occupies position 

number 185 out of a list of 187 countries with comparable figures. In other 

words, it is yet one of the most underdeveloped countries worldwide.  

 

Evolution of Mozambique HDI compared to Sub-Saharan and other LDCs 

The indicators of development most commonly used shows different 

results, most negatives but some positives. 

On the one hand, compared with other countries, life expectancy is 

low, and maternal and infant mortality rates are high, so life expectancy is 

only 50 years. 

Also, Mozambique is the country with the lowest mean years of 

schooling (of adults): only 1.2 years. Just half of Mozambican adults can 

read and write. The poor in Mozambique are mostly living in rural areas and 

working in agriculture, although increasingly one earner in the household will 

get income from another sector as well. The adults have little education, and 

their children are less likely to be in school. 
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But, on the other hand, Mozambique’s access to health care shows 

good figures. The health system is more developed than other Sub-Saharan 

countries’ ones, probably due to its socialist past. 

3. ABOUT FINANCE AND MICROFINANCE IN MOZAMBIQUE 

3.1. Origins of the MFI system in Mozambique (Interview with Mr. 

Sequeira) 

Previous initiatives. During the first two decades of independent 

Mozambique, the former state owned “People’s Development Bank”, which 

offered microloans to farmers in rural regions. Later in 1998 the bank was 

privatized, sold to Barclay’s Bank, and the previous microcredit activity was 

discontinued.  

Origins of present microfinance organizations. The microfinance industry 

in Mozambique started in the form of projects in the late 1980s financed by 

foreign development organizations and charities1. These international donors 

later withdrew from the microfinance market as Mozambican MFIs began to 

compete effectively with each other. Some of these first microcredit initiatives 

have developed throughout the 1990s, leading to the creation of some of 

today’s leading national microfinance institutions (MFIs). An example is 

Socremo, which in 1998 became one of Mozambique’s first registered MFIs2. 

According to diverse studies, the market has grown from approximately 

9,000 clients in 1998 to more than 16,000 in the year 2000. The 

Mozambican Association of Microfinance Operators3, the national 

microfinance network was established in 2007. It consists of 28 members, 

including all of the country’s largest MFIs. 

3.2. Current state of the MFI system in Mozambique (Interviews 

with Joao Mosca and Enriqueta Hunguana) 

                                            

1 Such as the World Bank, the GTZ (Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit), 
CARE or World Relief. 

2 For more details on Socremo Bank, see the Annex of this country case study. 

3 AMOMIF (Associaçao Moçambicana dos Operadores de Microfinanças) 
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The changing structure of borrowers. After a decade of growth, in 2008 

there were about 90.000 clients nationally. However, between 2008 and 

2010 the sector stagnated and then entered a period of decline in 2010. In 

June 2011, there were only 80,000 microfinance clients in Mozambique. 

Despite the decline in deposit volumes and client and in the number of 

borrowers, the volume of credit on national level has continued to grow, 

because some major MFIs have shifted to targeting the middle segment of 

society.  

 

Prof. Luisa Brunori with Prof. João Mosca and Miko Meloni 

Formal microfinance organizations. In 2011 there were more than 50 

operating, active microfinance institutions (MFIs) in the country which had 

altogether more than 80.000 clients4. Additionally, there are over 100,000 

members belonging to more than 5,000 so-called Rotating Savings and 

Credit Associations, also called Accumulating Savings & Credit Associations 

(ASCAs). These associations are groups of individuals who agree to co-

operate for a defined period in order to save and borrow together.  

No Grameen-type loan offered by any formal organization. Microcredit 

of the type offered by Grameen Bank in Bangladesh practically does not 

exist in the country. In particular, there is no formal organization which would 

offer small loans for long term and for low interest rates without collateral 

for the poorest persons for business development purposes. 

Informal microfinance organizations. Nearly 15% of the adult 

population, rich and poor make use of informal financial services, primarily 

                                            

4 Although the Central Bank’s list of operators counted 128 licensed microfinance 
institutions, the majority of these registered institutions were no longer operating in 2011 in 
spite of holding an official license. 
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for purposes of savings. The main reported reason for saving and borrowing 

is for emergencies and income-smoothing purposes. Only a small minority of 

the population borrowed or saved for productive or business purposes, while 

credit for productive purposes is the main focus of most microfinance service 

providers. There is no statistical information about the so-called “Xitique”, an 

informal saving and credit arrangement based n mutual trust, which may 

function as another type of microfinance service. Xitique is a wide-spread 

habit of Mozambican people for periodically depositing small scale savings 

in a joint fund, whereby loans - and in some cases grants - from this fund are 

disbursed either sequentially to the members, or on the occasion of some 

important family event (such as a funeral). In the last case xitique functions as 

a kind of informal insurance arrangement. 

Structure of the microfinance sector. The Mozambican microfinance 

market resembles the traditional financial sector of the country in the sense 

that it is very concentrated. Five leading MFIs5 represent two-thirds of the 

country’s active borrowers and more than 80% of the disbursed loans. Some 

of these MFIs are committed to offering small scale loans for start-ups and 

small businesses, while others are re-structuring their loan portfolio by 

concentrating increasingly on small and medium sized credit, to the detriment 

of their microcredit portfolio. 

Major financial products. Commercial banks dedicated to microfinance 

all offer special products targeted at SMEs. Besides offering traditional 

microcredit lines for start-ups and small firms, microfinance service providers 

offer, among others,  

 loans for agricultural purposes,  

 housing, consumer loans,  

 credit to youth,  

 debit and credit cards.  

Insurance is almost non-existent, apart from three institutions which 

offer compulsory funeral insurance with loans. Only 5.1% of the population 

holds insurance products. 

                                            

5 Banco ProCredit, CCOM, Banco Oportunidades (Opportunity International), Banco 
Tchuma and SOCREMO. 
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A Government sponsored rural microcredit scheme. A credit scheme 

offered by the Government is called “District Development Fund”. This is a 

preferential credit offered for farmers. The credit is available only in limited 

amount (7 million Meticals in each district) and a special committee of the 

agricultural association decides about which farmer will be the beneficiary. 

3.3. The regulatory and institutional environment of the MFI system 

in Mozambique. 

MFIs in Mozambique are subject to authorization, i.e. they must obtain 

a license to operate. The Bank of Mozambique is the main actor in the 

regulation of the microfinance industry as it issues norms and decrees and is 

responsible for their enforcement.  

 To prevent bankruptcies. The Microfinance Regulation which was 

established in 2004 defines the financial stability standards6 of 

various types of microfinance operators in terms of minimum 

capital requirements, solvency ratios, reserve requirements and 

risk limits. Operators entitled to deposit taking must satisfy 

stricter safety requirements than those microcredit operators 

whose activity is restricted to credit provision.  

 To prevent over-indebtedness of borrowers. The Bank of 

Mozambique allows MFIs to charge interest rates without a legal 

ceiling; however MFIs must disclose the interest rates of 

microcredit in a transparent and comparable way. Similarly, 

there is no legislation to prevent the over-indebtedness of 

households.  

 To protect lenders. Judicial procedures for loan recovery are 

weak and contract enforcement is poorly ranked in international 

comparison.  

 To encourage rural development via microcredit. The Government 

agency with major responsibility for the development of 

microcredit sector is the National Directorate for the Promotion of 

Rural Development7. The Government has issued various 

                                            

6 In the banking industry safety standards are also called prudential requirements. 

7 DNPDR - Direcção Nacional de Promoção de Desenvolvimento Rural.  
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strategy papers for the development of the financial sector, with 

special respect to financial inclusion.8 A major legal challenge is 

that Mozambican land ownership legislation prevents land from 

being used as collateral for credit: this reduces access to credit, 

particularly for farmers. 

3.4. Specific information about some MFIs experiences in 

Mozambique. 

3.4.1. Local experiences. 

3.4.1.1. Gapi: promoting a middle class in Mozambique (Interview with 

Mr. Antonio Souto) 

Gapi is an investment society with 100 employees, initiated around 20 

years ago. It is committed to facilitate SME development with a focus on 

social responsibility. The aim of Gapi is to develop the endogenous private 

sector to create a more dynamic economy: the middle-class of Mozambique 

rooted in the micro and small enterprise sector. 

History. In 1984, the Friedrich Ebert Foundation (Germany) started a 

small project for the promotion of small industries in order to stimulate local 

economic development. This project became known in Portuguese 

abbreviation as GAPI9. In 1990 the project organization was transformed 

into a limited liability company and in 1999 into a joint stock company with 

both public and private owners and NGOs10. GAPI gradually gained 

importance as Mozambique switched to a market oriented economy: the 

government realized the importance of developing national entrepreneurship 

and the private sector. 

                                            

8 Examples: The “Mozambique Financial Sector Development Strategy (2012-2020)” 
and the initiative “Building Inclusive Finance (2007-2011)”, etc. 

9 “Gabinete de Consultoria e Apoi à Pequena Industria” - Office for Small Business 
Consultancy and Support. 

10 During the last two decades the major shareholders of GAPI were the Friedrich 
Ebert Foundation, the Ministry of Planning and Finance, the Community Development 
Foundation (FDC) of Mozambique and the Mozambican Red Cross (CVM). 
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Network. GAPI provides its services through its 6 regional offices. With 

assets of 34 million dollars with 14 branches. Gapi is managing four 

microfinance institutions. Gapi has ownership stakes in 34 rural banks and 

offers and also guarantees seed capital.  

 

The mission team in the Gapi office 

Institution development and SME development activities. Today GAPI is 

an investment company promoting small and medium enterprises as well as 

strengthening micro-finance institutions through a combination of financial 

services, technical assistance and business development services through 

trainings and institutional development. GAPI supports and implements 

projects that contribute to a more inclusive financial system in Mozambique, 

by addressing both the supply side of the market of financial services (e.g. 

by facilitating the establishment of local credit rural banks) and also the 

demand side (e.g. by offering training courses on creditworthiness 

improvement and financial services for entrepreneurs). Gapi is actively 

participating in upgrading existing groups of xitique into formal institutions 

such as savings and credit associations, the so-called ASCAs. The members of 

the ASCAs decide about the interest rate which will be applied but in 

general it reaches 10% per month. Various projects offered by Gapi target 

special beneficiary groups such as women and young entrepreneurs. In 2013 

Gapi started an Agri-Business Development Project that will cover the whole 
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country with guaranteed funding of $ 35.6 million, mainly provided by 

Denmark. These resources finance small agri-business investment initiatives, 

establish a Loan Guarantee Fund and strengthen the capacity of the Ministry 

of Agriculture. From the total amount approx. 1,2 million USD are allocated 

to young entrepreneurs. Gapi also plans to create 30 new MFIs (so-called 

rural banks) in addition to the 5 which already exist in all the country through 

debt and equity financing. The financial support of beneficiaries is 

frequently coupled with infrastructure development projects and advisory 

services. While implementing development projects, GAPI was supported by 

a wide range of financial institutions and by international donor 

organizations11.  

Banking activities. GAPI also offers financial services such as loans to 

SMEs, wholesale credits for micro-credit institutions (MFIs), and venture 

capital. Gapi’s interest rates (approx. 20%) are slightly lower than 

commercial rates (approx. 29%).  

3.4.1.2. Tchuma: a local experience: (Interview with Mr. Gildo Santos 

Lucas) 

Tchuma is a local credit union which provides microsavings and 

microloans services in Maputo since 1999. It was born when a small project 

funded by the Swiss development cooperation joined the microfinance area 

of Fundação para o Desenvolvimento da Comunidade, a local Foundation 

presided by Graça Machel, wife of the former President of Mozambique. 

It only had the remaining funds of the Swiss project, 105,000 USD (3 

million of Meticals), but it managed to start as a credit union asking for 

private funding and a small loan of 50,000 USD from GAPI. 

When Tchuma started its activity it was an experience similar to 

Grameen Bank: the loans were addressed to groups of 4-6 people; the 

value was very small (500 to 6,000 meticals); there was no collateral; 

interest rate was quite low; and the return rate was very high (more than 

                                            

11 Examples: KfW, Agence Francaise de Development, DANIDA, IPAD/IFADAP, IFAD, 
USAID, EU, African Development Bank, World Bank, Nordic Development Fund, Ford 
Foundation, Friedrich Ebert Foundation and Kellogg Foundation. 
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95%). This system was working fine, so Tchuma reached a peak of 47,000 

members of the cooperative. 

Today, Tchuma activity is very slowed down since they have to 

compete with international MFIs and commercial banks. Today, they provide 

microloan and microsaving services, but there is no huge difference between 

their services and other financial institutions’. Interest rates are around 60% 

and  

3.4.1.3. Kulima (Interview with Mr. Domenico Liuzzi) 

Kulima is a local NGO, born in Maputo thanks to the initiative of a 

group of volunteers from different countries, in 1984. They work in almost all 

the regions of the country. Kulima is an ancient Swahili word, known in all the 

Bantu Africa, and it means “hoe the ground”. Between 1984 and 1990 they 

used to do barter (exchange of products, without money). After 1990 they 

began to do cooperation with foreign funds. Around 2000 Kulima becomes 

officially an MFI, based on the national law of Mozambique. It means they 

apply interests, penalties. 

The main aim of Kulima is to create a dialogue with poor people, and 

try to make them commit in a common development process. When they 

started with barter, they used to give poor people seeds, or hoes, and 

“borrowers” should repay with materials, products or manpower.12 The idea, 

also in the following phases, was to put poor people in the condition to 

participate actively in the whole development process. 

Even if Kulima is a MFI, its activity is not focused on microfinance. 

Microcredit is an overriding tool for local development of communities, in 

Kulima planning. Anyway, Kulima has an integrated vision of local rural 

development, so they’re not specialized in water, agriculture, gender, credit, 

but they search an integrated way to let poor people improve their life in a 

community context. 

When they receive funds for their development project, they ask for a 

special fund, dedicated to microcredit either for association or individuals 

                                            

12 They even built their training centres without using money, just giving products for 
the manpower. 
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(but members of associations, because it’s very important to choose persons 

localized in a specific community or association, or cooperative).13 This means 

also that Kulima microcredit is generated through guarantee funds, created 

with cooperation funds or, sometimes, government ones. 

They have different devolution rates, depending on the target. We 

can say that women are in general more affordable, for the devolution of 

the loan. Referring to the target categories, for example, the most 

problematic sector is the agriculture, either giving loans in money, or in 

means of production. The repayment rate in the agricultural sector is more or 

less 50%. Fishermen repay 100%, women almost 100%, but farmers 

associations less than 50%. In general, also loans for small commerce, small 

enterprises have a good return, almost 100%. This is one of the reason that 

makes preferable to give loans in form of instruments and materials (in the 

agricultural sector), even if it is not always feasible 

In Mozambique there is a very huge informal sector, so people needs 

mostly loans adequate to their informal activities. So, they start with one-

week loans (to be repaid after one week), or 15 days, one month loans, with 

a 3% interest rate. Basing on people needs and people capacity to manage 

the loans, they can start also with long terms loans. We could notice that 

there is a form of adaptation of the financial service (including technical 

characteristics, like interest rates, devolvement time) at the needs of poor 

people in the area.14 The majority of poor people has very little commercial 

activities, often in their own houses, so the main need is to have the possibility 

to start, or to slightly improve their existing informal activities. It’s hard to say 

that this is a definitive solution for the families, but surely it improves and 

solve the basic problems. 

Some interesting considerations can be done about the case of default 

of the borrowers, meaning the no-repayment, also because this gives the 

possibility to make wider reflections. Firstly, Kulima does not use force to 

                                            

13 To start the project the borrower has to fill an application (he/she pays this 
service), and the loan starts. There is a direct 1vs1 relation between borrower and officer. 
When we speak about an association, there is a solidarity group of 5 persons. 

14 We knew people, in the field, who receive loans through Kulima projects and 
funds, who are able to manage a loan with a 3% monthly interest rate. Surely, if the loan is 
based on one year, with the same interest rate, at the end of the year it will be something 
like 36%, but if they are able to repay after one month, the borrowers have no problem, 
they can manage that interest rate (they say that they will not accept an higher rate). 
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recover credits, no police, no mortgage (as common banks use to do in 

Mozambique). They only use words, persuasion, with the borrower and 

her/his family. This means that poor people is not scared when they take a 

loan, but also that Kulima accepts the possibility to lose that amount of 

money. This fact introduce a reflection about the integrated vision of 

development that Kulima runs.15 This kind of microcredit in Mozambique, with 

such a target, is not able to produce the security of a profit for the MFI, able 

to be self-sustainable. That’s why Kulima accept to “lose” money with 

microcredit, because it’s not a profitable activity, but it’s necessary to 

activate some processes that could not exist without credit, or could be much 

more slow. They can suffer this “loss” because as they have an integrated 

vision of development, they also have an integrated management of funds, 

corresponding to their vision. 

Another reflection can be done about the same meaning of a loan for 

Mozambican people, also considering the pure word “loan”. One fact is that 

it’s a word very hard to be translated in the local language.16 If we assume 

that words give shape to a concept, we can assume that in the ancestral 

community the same concept of loan does not exist. Firstly, because when 

someone is in need and some other has more, she/he has the “duty” to give, 

without obligation for devolvement. Secondly, the belief is that the ancestral 

community is a peer community, so when someone get richer, it’s better if 

she/he leaves the community. Because it is necessary to grow together. 

After all these considerations, another one seems very important. As we 

have seen, the Xitique system is a local born system, that gives benefits to 

every member of a group, people leaving close, knowing well each other.17 

Well, when Kulima – as every other financial operator – gives a loan, they 

                                            

15 They work with an integrated vision, it means that they run many project, with the 
same objectives, the same vision, and even a common financial budget. That’s why they think 
it’s not a huge problem to lose money with microcredit, because they can reach objectives 
and they have a global financial sustainability anyway. 

16 In the Shangana language the word “loan” does not exist, because in their culture 
one people has the duty to help another one, who is not obliged to devolve. 

17 Kulima is called, sometimes, to be present during the final meeting of a xitique 
group. Some of these groups apply an interest rate, so the beneficiary, every month, repay 
with a 10% interest rate, let us say. At the end of the year, when all the members of the 
group have received benefits, they organize a meeting to distribute the “dividends” of their 
activity. In some cases Kulima is invited like a super partes judge (demonstrating the trust 
local people have in Kulima)  
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operate a choice (e.g. most affordable people, most honest, most smart, most 

in need, best project, and so on). Making choices, they create a sort of 

divisions within the community. Xitique system is more “easy”, because at the 

end of the year every member receives some benefits, while with credit only 

the selected beneficiaries. So, as Kulima says, the benefit deriving from the 

growth of one person should be used for the benefit of other people of 

community. 

In the last years, the method PCR (Poupança e Crédito Rotativo) is 

growing in their practices, always more used. It’s a revolving credit, and they 

create solidarity groups of 15-30 persons. It works well. Anyway, They go 

on offering both microcredit and revolving credit, and then in the PCR groups 

they can introduce bigger loans, for growing activities. 

3.4.2. International experiences: 

3.4.2.1. Socremo (Interview with Mr. Ben Botha) 

Socremo (Sociedade de Crédito de Mozambique) is one of the major 

Mozambican commercial banks that offers micro-financing loans to SMEs18. 

One of the financial services offered by Socremo is microcredit for small 

businesses and households. 

History. Socremo started in 1992 as a joint project of a German donor 

organisation 19 and the Mozambican Ministry of Labour. The project has 

launched a lending and business advisory program that was eventually 

transformed into an independent and sustainable financial institution offering 

credits for micro-entrepreneurs in the Maputo and Beira regions. In 2005 

Socremo reportedly had 354 SME clients. In 1998, SOCREMO was among 

the first microfinance programmes to become a registered financial 

institution. At that date, the Government of Mozambique owned 94% of its 

shares. Today the main shareholders of Socremo are international 

organizations, followed by a local shareholder, GAPI - a public-private 

                                            

18 The other major commercial banks dedicated to microfinance in Mozambique are: 
Banco Procredit SA, Banco Oportunidade de Moçambique (BOM) SA and Banco Tchuma, 
SA.  

19 Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) 
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partnership for economic development. SOCREMO switched its status from 

microfinance bank to commercial bank in 2005, in order to comply with 

regulatory changes affecting microcredit activities20.  

In 2012 Socremo reported the following data:  

 Loans (USD): 22,369,842 (Total of Mozambique MFIs: 74.3m) 

 Number of borrowers: 11,838 (Total of Mozambique MFIs: 

69,840) 

 Deposits (USD): 22,782,915 (Total of Mozambique MFIs: 59.1m) 

 Depositors: 45,508 (Total of Mozambique MFIs: 226,632) 

Business policy. The target group of microcredit is existing businesses 

and households with some assets, businesses active in trading activities. Poor 

families and start-up businesses are eligible only in very rare cases. Farmers 

and purely agricultural businesses are not able to produce sufficient profit to 

pay the desired interest rate. Since Socremo is a profit oriented financial 

institution, microcredit as a business line of the bank is a profitable, 

financially sustainable activity, due to 

 the high interest rates (30 to 70% per year) demanded,  

 collaterals, which in most cases take the form of furniture, 

bicycles and other relatively low valued assets of the 

borrowers21 

 active work of loan officers 

 diversified microfinance products for various types of enterprises 

(microenterprises, small enterprises, SMEs) 

 strict management to keep expenditures low. 

3.4.2.2. Care (Interview with Mr. Rene Celaya)22 

                                            

20 Decree 47/98 of the Bank of Mozambique and Law 9/2004 and the 
accompanying decree 57/2004 which was replacing the decree 47/98. 

21
 Land cannot be accepted as collateral due to the fact that all land is state 

property in the country 
22 Premise: Care is a very big NGO and microcredit is a small part of its projects, so 

it was very difficult to speak about details. Anyway, within the discussion there were many 
interesting reflections about microfinance, international cooperation, development ideas and 
models, and many more, not uniquely linked with Care activity in Mozambique.  
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CARE is one of the biggest NGO all over the world. Care Mozambique 

start working in 1986, helping poor and homeless people in emergency 

situation, after the civil war. They started working with emergency assistance, 

and then they turned into long terms projects in many different fields, but 

always with the same goal, meaning helping family to earn decent living. As 

many other big Ngo, Care use to set up small savings and loan groups to 

help poor people to start a small business, mainly in the rural villages. During 

its activity in Mozambique, Care has contributed to the creation of more than 

5.000 Village Savings and Loans groups, reaching and involving more than 

90.000 people in the country. Care also contributed to the creation of 

various local organizations in different parts of that vast country; these 

NGOs were born as a consequence of Care projects in the areas. Care 

created also BOM (Banco Oportunidade de Moçambique), considered one of 

the key actors of microfinance. BOM is an autonomous organization, now, 

and Care is part of the board. 

Right now, Care is running parts of microfinance in several agricultural 

projects, as a complementary activity. They also promote some xitique 

groups in local communities, to empower group dynamics in the regions. The 

main idea is not to overlook local practices, but to understand them and 

integrate them. One of the measures, in this sense, is to promote some strong 

figures of local agents, giving them training, knowledge and empowerment, 

and try to make their activities (in many fields, not only credit) recognized by 

government. It means, local practices should be recognized, formalized, 

payable and suitable for training to other people within the community. 

Microfinance is something that produce trust, safety, economic decision 

power, knowledge of some financial concepts, opportunity to know something 

new. For an international organization like Care, it is difficult to find a 

balance between respecting local practices and instill new concepts. They 

cannot force anyone to donate, they cannot force anyone to take a loan. 

Their work is to create the better conditions to allow local people to operate 

a choice. For example, they follow a credit group for one cycle (9 months, 

for example), and then they are absolutely free to decide if and how going 

on with microfinance. 

One of the main theme, when speaking about microcredit in 

Mozambique is the very high operational costs. Better, the concept of cost for 
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beneficiary. They are very high in the country, for a wide range of reasons, 

first of all the very low density of populations, so that it is not easy and not 

cheap at all, for a MFI, to reach many people with its financial services. The 

idea of Mr. Celaya is to find new indicators to measure the success level of 

microfinance projects. One proposal is to consider the new concept of cost 

for benefit, and not for beneficiary. 

This is strictly linked to a very important issue: the self sustainability of 

MFI in Mozambique. In Celaya’s opinion, they are not self sustainable at all, 

independently from size and localization of the organization, because 

benefit is not well measured. Part of it is an investment, it’s not part of a 

traditional business. We cannot consider only the money return, but also 

structure, targets, goals, timing, methodologies. 

Anyway, a single MFI cannot reach good results, if alone. Microfinance 

seems to be a necessary condition, but not sufficient, especially in the rural 

areas. Moreover, the same financial services are not, per se, a good 

instrument to emerge from poverty. Mr. Celaya said: “In our developed 

world we have a lot of financial services available. This created poverty for 

us, in some cases”. Availability of financial services does not mean necessary 

capacity to use them, that’s why we had no knowledge for a good decision 

taking system, at a global level. That’s why knowledge about how finance 

works is so important, in every country, in the so called developed countries 

and in the so called developing ones. 

The last important theme discussed is about this question: we have seen 

that many institutions, many organizations work in the same direction: try to 

include poor people in the formal financial system. So, all these 

organizations are working for a different idea of development, or for a 

different path to reach the same development model? Care’s idea is to 

create conditions to allow people to choose the path and the development 

model they look for. The objective is not let poor people go to banks always 

bigger, but let them have the possibility, the knowledge and the opportunity 

to choose. Anyway, this kind of market does exist, so it is necessary to find a 

way to coexist, Celaya says. 

Finally, we think it is necessary to reflect about some questions. When 

a lot of organizations offer services for poor people, giving an opportunity, 

can poor people really make a choice? In Mozambique, during our travel, 
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we met many persons who asked us to make more projects in the area, to 

bring more funds in the area. Are they free to choose? Or shall they accept 

our project, to receive more funds? Mozambique is absolutely full of western 

born organizations: aren’t they bringing a “western” development model? 

3.4.3. Other local expressions of Microfinance: 

3.4.3.1. Xitique  

In the Janet Market, or Maputo Central Market, we met a lady who 

owns a grocery shop. She leads one kind of xitique system. [There are 

different types of xitique] 

Her office is her grocery shop, she runs both activities in the same time, 

and she is helped by her son, as the shop is a familiar enterprise. 

This special kind of xitique works this way: people working in the 

market, or ambulant sellers of the zone can make a deal with the lady, 

committing themselves for one or more months at a time (usually one); they 

will give her an agreed, small amount of money every day; at the end of the 

month, she will return the total amount of deposited money; the lady will 

take – as a fee – the equivalent of one day deposit plus 10 meticais for 

papers and writing materials; it is not compulsory to deposit every day, 

because people will receive back only the amount they effectively deposited 

(so, it is possible to jump some deposit days). 

In our case, strictly related to this experience of this lady in the Janet 

Market, the lady works on xitique more or less 8 hours a day, jointly with 

shop activity. She has been running this activity for the last 19 years, after 

she was back from a work experience in Europe, in Germany. She was the 

first person who started such an activity in the market, because she had the 

need to save money and no one offered this kind of service: that’s why she 

decided to start it. In the past, for example when she started, she reached 

200 money saver using her service, but now she has in average 80 persons 

per month. The reason is to be found, probably, in the arise of many similar 

services, and so the competence increased along these years. People do not 

deposit savings in a bank because of very small amounts of money, and 

because using this kind of xitique they can save and deposit every day, but 

also jump a day if they need it. Anyway, the majority of her “clients” are 
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street merchants, no significant difference between men and women. She puts 

all the money she collects in a normal bank. It could be useful to know that 

the bank does not know that it’s other people money (not officially, at least). 

She can collect every month an average of 100.000 meticais (something less 

than 2.500 €), but she earns no interest on this money, because of the short 

time she leave it in the bank account. There is no digital support, obviously, to 

register all the transactions. Everything is registered only manually, with pen 

and paper. Every client has a card and the lady has her register book. Even 

if it’s only a financial transaction, the lady needs the trust of her clients. Being 

a lady could have a certain value, but probably only because in the market 

women use to have a fix place, whether men work in the streets. So, even 

with a certain trust, the xitique lady has no special role in the market, no 

special social centrality. 

We can say that in her experience she had some problems too. 

Sometimes, few times, at the beginning of her activity, she had to use the 

money deposited by other people for personal use, so she had to recover 

the total amount before the date of devolution. 

Certainly we could make some reflection about this kind of financial 

service: 

First of all, in this system there is no space and time for group meetings, 

for socialization. While in other kinds of xitique people meet every month, 

and in the devolution day they organize a party, to be all together (this kind 

of xitique is organized mostly among friends, or colleagues), this experience 

is only a financial service, without creation of relational goods. In fact, the 

xitique lady is only a kind of substitute of the bank for people who want to 

save money; 

This is not a credit system, but only savings, moreover without interests. 

So, we could speak about microfinance, and not microcredit; 

We could notice that in such an environment there were, at a certain 

moment, a need and a lack of service. In the Janet Market one of the sellers 

could solve the lack, creating a service, responding to the need (200 clients 

at the beginning demonstrate the common need). 

The first financial service that Janet Market people created was based 

on savings, and not credit. 
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3.4.3.2. Local farmer associations:  

In Mozambique, there are a lot of local farmer associations, 

cooperatives that provide financial services to their members. These financial 

services vary from one association to another: microsavings, microloans, 

salary advance loans, microinsurances. 

 

Women from a local farmer association 

The origin of these associations is related to one of the main problems 

with Microcredits in Mozambique: their high concentration in the urban areas. 

Less than 30% of the MFIs are located in the countryside, so there is high 

financial exclusion for the people living and working in rural areas, the 

poorest among the poor in Mozambique. 

As a solution, local farmers associations are exploring different 

strategies to get out financial exclusion and poverty: 

 Using Xitique not only as a saving method, but also with 

microentrepreneurship scopes. 

 Setting up a rotative system of crops, dividing the land between 

land for production and land for consumption. It helps saving 

money, which can be lent or reinvested and the development of 

local markets offers also possibilities for local commerce. 
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 Setting up a rural bank or a local MFI, able to provide better 

financial services to the members of the association, sometimes 

opening their services even to the rest of the community. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Challenges of developing the sector 

Why the sector is considered as under-developed. Compared to other 

countries of Africa, the Mozambican microfinance industry is under-

developed: Mozambique ranks the 20th largest number of active borrowers 

and the 18th largest amount of loans disbursed23 out of 32 African countries. 

In Mozambique less than 1% of poor households24 are active borrowers, 

indicating that there is an enormous potential for expansion. These overall 

low income levels in the population have resulted in low savings, which is 

regarded as the major obstacle of financial sector development. This 

challenge is aggravated by the substantial urban-rural gap, i.e. by the fact 

that a wide segment of the rural population has no access to financial 

services. 

Donor-dependent MFIs. In Mozambique microcredit schemes with low 

interest rates and without collateral cannot be sustainable in the financial 

sense, i.e. such schemes are necessarily donor-dependent. Many microfinance 

service providers in the country offer credit only: only ASCAs and commercial 

banks cover their lending with deposits. Other MFIs are facing the challenge 

that a high proportion of their loans are not repaid by debtors or are 

repaid substantially later than agreed. Such MFIs are heavily dependent on 

direct or indirect external funding. A wide range of donors25 are active in 

the country. The involvement of donors today is in the form of funding 

contributions to Mozambican managed MFIs, either directly or indirectly via 

                                            

23 This is measured by the indicator GLP (Gross Loan Portfolio). 

24 I.e. those living with less than 2 USD per day. 

25 Such donors are for example UNCDF, IFAD, AfDB, the World Bank, IFC, KfW, 
DOEN Foundation, Oikocredit, Etimos, Caixa Catalunya Foundation, Oxfam, UNCHR and 
others. 
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local funding structures such as FARE26 or GAPI27. Donors also frequently 

provide technical support by implementing capacity building projects.  

Sustainable (i.e. donor-independent) MFIs as a rule are operating with 

high interest rates, by relying on collaterals, by lending only to low-risk 

clients with proven high creditworthiness and by applying strict rules of 

management. In Mozambique the annual interest rate of microloans ranges 

from 20% to 120% per year, depending on the institution, product and loan 

size. However, the interest rates demanded by sustainable microfinance 

service providers are extremely high, by taking into consideration that in 

2013 the annual inflation rate fluctuates between 4% and 5% and the 

interest rates for deposits in commercial banks ranges between 10%and 

11%. 

5.2. Some practical guidelines and recommendations 

In the rural context. Microfinance development in Mozambique should 

be associated with measures supporting sustainable rural livelihoods in 

Mozambique. Microcredit is just one of the development instruments, which in 

rural areas has to be complemented by technical services, provision of seed, 

training and other measures. 

Recommendations for developing the microfinance sector further include 

the following measures. 

 To improve the coordination among various Government bodies 

responsible for the financial sector. 

 To improve infrastructure and provision of social services 

(education, vocational training, access to markets, water and 

electricity) in rural areas with the aim of increasing economic 

opportunities for rural populations. 

 To improve economic opportunities by creating subcontracting 

linkages between SME and large corporations (mainly mines) – 

particularly in rural areas. 

                                            

26 FARE: Fundo de Reabilitação Económica. A rural development fund owned and 
managed by the Government. 

27 GAPI: A non-profit public-private partnership for economic development. For more 
details about GAPI see the Annex of this Country Case Study. 
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 To decrease the cost of doing business in Mozambique in general 

and in the financial sector specifically,. 

 To improve contract enforcement by addressing the inefficiencies 

in the judicial system. 

 To offer tax incentives for training the staff of MFIs. 

 To allow the use of land as collateral. 

 To encourage microfinance service providers to use innovative 

distribution channels (e.g. mobile banking and agents) in order to 

cope with poor infrastructure in rural areas. 

 To encourage donors to support the ASCA model, this reaches 

rural areas and the very poor, with both savings and credit. 

 To launch more initiatives to address the needs of women, youth 

and SMEs and the agricultural sector by developing new 

financial products recognizing the characteristics of these groups. 
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6. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE TRANSLATION OF THIS REPORT INTO 

TRAINING MATERIALS 

Some preliminary ideas that could be highlighted as the cultural 

response of Mozambican people to financial exclusion: 

 Microcredit is not working in Mozambique. It has been “imposed” 

by international institutions, but it is difficult that a real and 

sustainable microfinance system roots in Mozambique in the 

following years  

 Lesson learned: cultural divergence: it cannot be automatically 

imported a local solution to another context  

 Exercise: how to convert microcredit in something that can be 

applied in Spain/Italy/Hungary. Which are our specificities as 

society (culturally, politically and socially speaking)? 

 There are local cultural expressions of saving and lending money 

endogenous of Mozambique: Xitique.  

 Lesson learned: People’s capacity of resilience: Local people will 

find a way to fight against poverty and get out financial (and 

though social) exclusion  

 Exercise: Start a process of Xitique with your friends/family. How 

do you feel when having the responsibility of saving the money 

of other people? How do you feel when you want to use yours 

but it is being saved by a colleague? 
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7. ANNEXES 

7.1. Abbreviations 

AMOMIF Associaçao Moçambicana dos Operadores de Microcredito 

ASCA Accumulating Savings & Credit Association 

BoM Bank of Mozambique 

CCOM Caixas Comunitárias de Operadores de Microfinanças 

FARE Fundo de Reabilitação Económica 

GAPI Gabinete de Consultoria e Apoi à Pequena Industria 

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

GLP Gross Loan Portfolio 

GTZ Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit 

HIV/AIDS Human Immunodeficiency Virus / Acquired Immune Deficiency 

Syndrome 

MFI Microfinance Institution 

SME Small and Medium Sized Enterprise 

NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

USD United States Dollar 

7.2. Documents used as information sources 

 Microfinance Sector, Mapping and Analysis. Final Report. 

Prepared by: International Capital Corporation (Moçambique) 

LDA. Published by: Governo de Moçambique Ministério da 

Administração Estatal, Direcção Nacional de Promoção do 

Desenvolvimento Rural. Maputo, November 2012.  
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 Microfinance in Mozambique. Achievements, Prospects & 

Challenges. A report of the Mozambique Microfinance Facility. 

Prepared by Fion de Vletter • June 2006 

 Social Performance Evaluation of the Microfinance Institutions in 

Mozambique. By José Augusto Tomo Psico and João Ferreira 

Dias. 2007. 

 The sustainability of microfinance in Mozambique. By Gonçalo 
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ECUADOR 

1. ABOUT THE FIELD MISSION 

The Mission to Ecuador started on 26th of August 2013 in the evening 

and ended on 05th of September 2013 in the evening. 

Members of the Mission were: 

 Andrea Sparro – University of Bologna (UniBo) 

 Carlos Guimaraes - Asociación Consorcio de Cooperación (ACC) 

 Maximilian Lösch – Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen (APB) 

 Miko Meloni – Filmmaker 

The Delegation visited local examples of projects funded through 

micro-credit schemes by members or partners of Fepp (Fondo Ecuatoriano 

Populorum Progressio) and Codesarrollo (Cooperativa de Ahorro y Crédito 

Desarrollo de los Pueblos Ltda.) and the Grameen Amazonas Cooperative. 

 

Fepp head quarter in Quito 

The FEPP is a private foundation with a social, non-profit, ecumenical 

aim and supported by the Ecuadorian Episcopal Conference. The first statute 

was approved on July 22, 1970, by supreme decree of government. The 
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organisation has evolved over the years and its focus lies on support of 

people in the area of organisation, education, acess to financial ressources, 

sources of emplyoment and producion means, transformation and 

comercialisation of produce, coservation of natural resources, gender equity. 

It is inspired by the social doctrine of the Katholic Gospel. 

 

Codesarrollo headquarter, Quito 

The cooperative Codesarrollo was founded on 17th of august 1998, 

when the ecuatorian banking system was facing a huge crisis. Its aim is to 

participate in the financial market with an inclusive perspective. Codesarrollo 

is an integral part of the Grupo Social Fepp. Codesarollo in its function as 

cooperative bank provides credits specifically to smaller cooperatives and 

local financial institutions, which are born from the organisation of neighbors 

in the neighborhoods, communities and rural premises, to support localized 

development and local economical cycles. 
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Grameen Amazonas Office, El Coca, Orellana 

Inspired by the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, Grameen Amazonas 

was founded in the year 2.000. Active in four different districts of Ecuador it 

provides credits exclusively to groups of woman to support local devlopment 

projects. 

During the mission different locations have been visited and many 

interviews have been carried out. 

During the meetings audiorecordings and Video-Interviews have been 

recorded for the documentary and the preparation of the study materials. 

The logistic support of Fepp and especially the presence of Luis 

Hinojosa, Sub-director of FEPP, were a very important contribution to the 

success of the mission. 
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From the left: Luis Hinojosa, Maximilian Lösch, Miko Meloni, Andrea Sparro, Beppe 
Tonello, Carlos Guimaraes 

1. THE COOPERATIVES IN ECUADOR AND THE CONCEPT OF “MINGA” 

The cooperative model in Ecuador, besides being a very important 

organisational and financial structure, is a very important tool for the social 

empowerment of the local population. The social importance of the 

cooperative emerges clearly from the different interviews, which have been 

carried out during the study visit. The identification and participation of the 

population to the general assemblies, but also the caring for the assets 

(trucks, buildings, etc.) of the cooperative expresses this. During the travel it 

was mentioned in different occasions that the traditional concept of the 

Andean culture called “Minga” contributes in an important way to the success 

of the cooperative model in Ecuador. 

The concept of Minga has existed since before Incan rule. Minga is the 

gathering of community members to complete a task that benefits all of the 

community. It is considered each individuals' obligation to the community. To 

earn water rights and community voting rights each member must fulfil the 

obligation. In this day and age, the Mingas are called to repair or maintain 

the roads, water systems, forests, community land. The mood is always festive 
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and has an important role also for meeting, exchange of information and has 

a bonding role for the community. 

2. QUITO: BEPI TONELLO (FEPP), REPRESENTATIVES COOPERATIVES 

FROM THE NORTH. 

Meeting with Bepi Tonello.  

Introduction of the delegation and presentation of the aim of the 

mission. Topics of the discussion were poverty in Ecuador, development 

policies, history of FEPP and the different approaches to poverty reduction. 

First step of getting out of poverty are savings, because saving money 

means empowerment, a change of mind as in “I can”.  

The next step is having access to credit.  

The third step is education and empowerment of the cooperatives by 

professional education and courses on organisation and financial 

management and technical support for the members of the cooperative. 

Explaining of the structure of Fepp as federation of cooperatives. 

Discussion about the organisation of the travel. 

The delegation met also with Luis Hinojosa, who accompanied the 

delegation during the study tour.  

2.1. Meeting with representatives of cooperatives in the North, 

(Cooperativa 29 de Agosto, Cooperativa Esperancia y Progreso, 

Cooperativa Manantial de Oro) 

The members were explaining the difficulties small cooperatives are 

facing. One of the difficulties is the lacking of deposits to disburse more 

credits. To face the problems of liquidity they do marketing campaigns so 

that people open accounts in their cooperatives to collect more funds for 

credits. 

Another important point is professional education for the members of 

the cooperatives. Often members lack the necessary training to develop their 

economic endeavours. 
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The aspect of appropriation of the cooperative is crucial. People 

identify with the cooperative, they support it and work for its development. 

To achieve this goal the management cannot focus only on the quantitative 

aspects, but needs to care for the community. 

The credits are approx. 80 % investments and 20% for consumption. 

On the question regarding the profitability of the cooperatives the 

representatives showed, that they have a very small amount of profits (40-

50.000 $) but with a portfolio of 800.000 $. The costs are high and there 

are different challenges like people not being able to repay their debt, 

administrative and personnel costs. The profit is low, but they are self 

sustainable. 

Another difficulty for some of the members of the cooperatives is 

related to not having the land officially registered in the land register. Many 

farmers cannot access a mortgage credit for example. But if a land patch is 

smaller than 1000 m² it cannot be registered because of the Ecuadorian law. 

The difficulties are often interconnected and it is a whole picture that 

needs to be observed. 

 

Landscapes travelling to Salinas 
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2.2. The Ecuadorian law on “finanzas populares”  

In Ecuador a new law has been enforced about what is called 

"financias populares" ~ Finance of the people. On one hand it is very 

important for the whole movement, that this type of economic activity is 

officially recognized by the law besides traditional profit oriented economic 

activity. On the other hand it requires structural changes and reorganisation 

of the cooperatives, which in fact transforms them into banks: 

 A minimum number of members, all cooperatives, that are smaller 

need to join with others  this for example endangers the 

capillarity and penetration in very remote areas of the small 

cooperatives 

 Depending on the size a council of 30 or more members are 

elected to take decisions for the whole cooperative -> the 

participation of all members is a very important aspect of local 

and small cooperatives, as it gives a feeling of empowerment 

and participation to the development of the cooperative. 

 A requirement of technicians with a university degree. 

Cooperatives in remote areas are faced with a huge difficulty to 

find such personnel. 

 They cannot generate other income than derived from credits 

and savings, no income from a community celebration or else. 

 The interest rates need to be adjusted to the rates the central 

bank defines (and those rates are defined to support big 

investors and not small farmers, so if you have a lot of money 

your interest rates are smaller (11%), while if you ask a 

microcredit, the interest rate in the banks is 32 % or more) which 

takes away the possibility to act according to local requirements 

and to adjust the interest rates to specific situations of the 

cooperative. 

 People could ask a credit to buy a cow, then after they got the 

credit, they decide differently and want to repair their house. 

Until now it was just a small bureaucratic procedure to change 

this, as the interest rate for those types of credit was the same. 

With the new law this will not be possible, because there is a 

change of the dedication (consumption, production credit). 
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 More than 3.000 $ have to be emitted in form of a check, not in 

cash anymore. No member wants to get a check, so it is easier 

for them to go directly to a bank, because the checks can only be 

cashed at a bank. 

 All procedures are bureaucratized, as trust is a very important 

part of the cooperatives, also in matters of lending money, an 

email or a telephone call was enough to grant a credit to 

someone from the cooperative. The signature of the president 

and the manager to formalize everything. This is not possible 

anymore. 

3. SALINAS DE GUARANDA: LUIS HINOJOSA (CODESARROLLO), 

HUGO TOLAMBO (COACSAL - COOPERATIVA DE AHORRO Y CREDITO DE 

SALINAS) 

(6 hours drive south from Quito at 3.600 m.s.l.) 

It is not only about credit, but about the capacity to save, when you 

produce a profit, you need to put them aside to continue investing. So a 

culture is built up. 

Important steps in supporting the creation of a cooperative: 

 Empowerment of leaders of the cooperative (training to manage 

accounts, the organisation, directing meetings etc.) 

 Social empowerment of members of the cooperative (to start 

with saving, requesting credits etc.),  

 Technical empowerment of the members of the cooperative 

(agronomist, forestry manager, veterinary, alimentary technician 

etc.) 

It is important to further strengthen the local organisations and 

accompany them but also, that those local organization create their own 

structures like production cooperatives, cooperatives for commercialization 

and credit unions. A great example is what happened over 40 years in 

Salinas. 
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Salinas is developed starting with an impulse coming from outside, but 

the main push came from the organization of the local population itself, 

supported by volunteers from outside. 

First step is saving. 

Second step is the credit for the production means like a cow to 

produce milk. 

The third step was to build up dairy to produce cheese with the 

overproduction. The first cheese they produced was only fresh cheese. This 

cheese had the problem, that it could not be transported and sold elsewhere, 

because of the reduced shelf life and the bad roads and infrastructure. So 

they started to look for a solution and the next step was to produce mature 

cheese. This technology was introduced by a Swiss cheese maker named José 

Dubach, who was very firm and insisted on the good quality of the raw milk, 

to produce good cheese. 

When producing cheese much milk much whey is produced. Not 

knowing what to do with all that they started to feed little piglets with it and 

then they created a sausage factory.  

They started also to produce honey with honeybees. With the surplus 

of honey they created a torrone factory. 

The development has brought Salinas to collaborate with other regions, 

for example for buying chocolate or macadamia nuts, for their production. 

Another aspect was to collaborate with other regions that want to create a 

cheese dairy and needed support to start. Some of those projects went on, 

some failed. 

Indigenous 50 years ago were living from the income derived from the 

salt, living in traditional woodhouses with a straw roof called “Chosas”. Infant 

mortality was very high. 

 Then they started with the cooperative, the cooperative belonged to 

everyone as did the wealth the cooperative generated. The values of 

collaboration and a sustainable local development, respect etc. are very 

important for the functioning of cooperatives. If you lose the cooperative 

values, and managers take advantage, it ends in corruption and destruction. 

In Salinas this has never happened. 
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In Salinas and elsewhere it is not only about the credit, it is about 

creating a culture of saving the surpluses that are generated to invest them 

further. 

The experience of Salinas was and is also a good example for Fepp 

and Codesarrollo, when they are starting to work with a new area, they 

invite the new partners to see what has happened and how Salinas has 

evolved over the years. How the values of cooperation and cooperatives 

and the community spirit can really be part of the development of an area. 

Giving a social function to property. 

Fepp has the role of supporting new institutions and organisations 

(NGO, foundations) until they are ready to stand on their own feet. 

Codesarrollo was founded, after many partner institutions asked for 

the possibility to deposit their surplus. Until then they had to open deposits in 

banks, and this money was leaving the countryside and going towards the 

cities. Fepp as a foundation was legally not allowed to accept money and 

open bank accounts. So a legal framework was searched, that made this 

possible. Of this process Codesarollo as credit and savings cooperative was 

founded. In a cooperative all are members and all are owners. But 

Codesarrollo was founded with other foundations and other cooperatives as 

members, as a cooperative of second level, to multiply the services and 

possibilities that Fepp was already giving. Codesarrollo has 200 members 

between cooperatives, Ngo’s and foundations. 

3.1. Interview with the manager of Coacsal (Cooperativa de ahorro 

y credito de Salinas) Hugo Tolambo  

90 % of the activity in Salinas is dedicated to animal husbandry. Some 

as main activity, some as a secondary activity work with animals. 

The revenues of the animal husbandry vary according to the moment of 

the year (the main dairy transforms approx. 4200l/day during the best 

month and approx. 2800l/day during the worst month). During the summer 

the revenues are very low, because of the lack of rain and food on the 

pastures. So during the low producing month many farmers do not gain, but 

lose money from their activity and this affects also the cooperative Coacsal, 
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the members are less able to repay their debts and the index of default 

rises.  

 

Hugo Tolambo showing the salt that was traditionally produced in Salinas wrapped in 
grasses 

Salinas has the highest cheese dairy of Ecuador on 4.200 m. The 

farmers started through their own initiative to work the pastures with a 

tractor to improve it. Nobody believed in it but they made it. And they were 

very successful. 

Everything in Salinas also depends on the dairy production, that the 

shop sells, that the transport company can make more travels to Guaranda, 

more savings in the cooperative and that the debts are repaid on time.  

The Coacsal was founded out of the necessity to organize the 

processing of the salt. 

Until the 1960 all inhabitants of Salinas were working for their 

landlord, no one had own land or property. 

Padre Antonio Polo (who still lives in Salinas) when he arrived more 

than 40 years ago thought, that there was no other income source than salt. 

So he and Bepi Tonello, inspired by Mons. Rada organized a small 

cooperative for the salt workers. First it was a way to reclaim the property 

of the Salt mines, because the inhabitants were working in Slave-like 
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conditions for their land lords. The work in the salt mines was very hard. 

(There is a very salt rich fountain. This water is collected and brought to the 

houses with the help of mules, the water is evaporated in big pots over fire 

and the salt is all what remains. This salt was sold to a price of 5 sucre/kg 

which is almost impossible to calculate in $) 

In the course of the years, people did not want to work anymore for 

the landlords, and in the course of the years all landlords went away, there 

is no hacienda left in Salinas. What happened was that the inhabitants 

started to buy the land from them, putting themselves together in big groups 

and collectively acquiring the lands. The creation of the cooperative had a 

very important impact for the local development. The first cow of almost 

every inhabitant was bought through a credit asked to the “cooperativa 

Salinas”. 

With the help of the International Cooperation from Switzerland the 

first cheese dairy was built and started to function in 1977. The “cooperativa 

Salinas” was doing all kind of works, was responsible for the cheese 

production, for controlling milk quality, for paying the farmers, it had 

transport vehicles, it was organizing celebrations, everything. 

Around 2000 there are some changes in the structure of the 

“cooperativa Salinas” in the course of a project of the Swiss cooperation. 

First organisation that separates is the Tecsal group, a group of women, who 

knit all kinds of things. 

At the beginning the manager needed to do everything, being 

Agronomist, Veterinary, Mechanic, responsible for human resources, for 

credits etc. 

So after the group of women other groups separate from the 

“cooperativa Salinas”, it became more specialized in their activity as credit 

and savings cooperative. In 2006 the cheese production cooperative 

separates also, which was 60% of the value of the whole cooperative, so the 

“cooperativa Salinas” is left with only 40%. They were left with almost 

nothing, (they took even the van, as Hugo tells in the interview) and had a 

credit portfolio of 420.000 $ (now the have a credit portfolio of 4,5 million 

$).  
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To create a cooperative in Salinas (and in any other location) they 

needed to base it on the pillars of the “economia solidaria”: 

 the work as a community = minga 

 savings, credits 

 cooperative values 

 trust and solidarity between members.  

The participation of the community in Salinas is very high, everybody 

worries and is interested in the investments the cooperative is making, which 

car it bought, if the car is broken, because it is their money that generates 

the possibility for the cooperative to exist and to invest, and everybody feels 

a sense of ownership, they want to know what is happening with “my 

cooperative”. 

When the cooperativa calls a general assembly 400 people generally 

attend, this participation is the heart of Salinas, as father Antonio Polo calls 

it, and shows the vitality and importance of the value members give to the 

cooperative. Also when a child is only one year old, the father comes to the 

cooperative and opens an account for him. The cooperative is an integral 

part of the community. 

The collaboration is not happening only between the members, but also 

between different cooperatives, if they have a shortage of liquidity, they 

lend money to each other, often facilitated through Codesarrollo. 

The interest rates on savings in the Coacsal are only linked to the time 

the money stays in the account, not to the quantity as in normal banks (the 

more you deposit, the more interest you get). The cooperatives transfers 

every month the interests on the accounts of the members.  

In Salinas one hectare dedicated to animal husbandry produces in a 

year around 1000 $ in the best of the cases, but also only 100 $ or nothing, 

in the subtropical areas, lower, the same hectare produces 4.000-5.000 $. 

The request of credits varies during the year according to moments 

when farmers are planting corn or other short cycle plants. In some moments 

the cooperativa is worn down to 3% of liquidity, and that’s when it becomes 

difficult. 
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In all the local financial institutions, community banks, cooperatives etc., 

the most important point is the sense of community and collaborations 

between the members, if they become structures just for collecting money, 

they die. But if they meet also for a celebration of new year, of the birthday 

of the manager etc, the structure is alive and brings good development. 

The relationship of the manager with the community is very important 

for the cooperative. If a manager that comes from the outside and has no 

relationship with the local community, and is only a manager and credit 

technician, he will have difficulties to adopt the Salinas cooperative. 

4. SALINAS DE GUARANDA: BENEFICIARIES AND MEMBERS OF THE 

COOPERATIVE, WITH TECHNICIANS AND WORKERS TOO. 

Chocolate Factory 

The chocolate production started very small, in 1998 a Swiss technician 

came to improve the production process and produce products with higher 

added value. They introduced technology that was adapted to Salinas, 

without high-tech equipment, that needed to be imported. 

In the year 2000 the production of different products was unified, first 

the turron where produced in another place. 

In 2008-2010 they started to acquire new machines to improve the 

quality further. 

At the moment they transform 4.000 kg of chocolate every month and 

25 people are directly employed. 

70% of the chocolate produced is milk chocolate, but all raw materials 

come from outside. Even the milk, as they need milk powder to produce milk 

chocolate. 

40 different types of chocolate are produced, also turron with ground 

nuts, macadamia. 

They start with the raw cacao beans, they are pealed, toasted melted 

and transformed into all the different kind of chocolates. 
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The role of the credit of the cooperativa was very important, to buy 

new machines and to grow and improve the quality. The chocolate factory 

was born with own funds, but was very small, and was growing over time. 

The second product of Salinas after the cheese is chocolate. 

 95% of product is for the local market 

 5% is for the international market, specially for Japan. 

The people in Salinas are good entrepreneurs, there is nothing in 

Salinas but there are many companies here. The level of production form 

livestock is comparable to other regions and is very good, the quality is very 

high. And all thanks to the cooperative. 

Mushrooms Factory 

 

Technician showing the fruit and mushroom drying ovens 

Mushrooms (a side product of the forestry activity in the highlands) and 

fruits (pineapple, apple, bananas, papaya) are dried. There are two ovens, 

one for the mushrooms and one for the fruits. From November to May 

mushrooms are dried in the rest of the year only fruits. 

 21-22 hours to dry the mushrooms, 

 14-15 hours for the fruit. 
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The dried fruits are packed there directly, they sell it directly to a 

chain of supermarkets in Ecuador. 

Much of the mushrooms are exported to Switzerland (3-5 t of 

mushrooms are transformed for export) and Italy. They are used to replace 

meet in the diet of vegetarians, as they are very rich in protein. 

The machines were financed with money from an international 

development project.  

In high production times 5-7 people are working, at the moment 2 

people where working there.  

The shop of a Women-Knitting-Cooperative, Tecsal 

 

Italian volunteer at Tecsal 

Tecsal is a cooperative only for women, it is part of the “Grupo 

Salinas”. 

There are 80 members, all of them are women who knit different types 

of clothes. Most of the women don’t work physically in Tecsal, but work from 

home.  

They come to Tecsal to get their raw material, some knit also walking 

on the road. They use threads of alpaca and sheep wool. 

There is a project ongoing with an English designer living in Berlin, who 

wants to produce an exclusive line of wool-products from Salinas. They are in 
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the Pilot phase, if the project goes well, there will be a lot of work for the 

women of Salinas.  

Most of the articles are scarves, hats, sweaters, coats and most of the 

models are for women. 

The best markets are Italy, Spain and Germany through fair trade. 

Nationally they sell in Salinas and they participate at fairs in Quito, or 

are trying to go to a fair in Cuenca, in Santo Domingo and participate to 

contests. 

The social part of the activity is to give scholarships to children, which 

are provided by a german organisation called ”ninos de los andes” 

Relationship with Coacsal: the women are members of the cooperativa 

and they have an account to get the scholarships. At the moment Tecsal has a 

credit for 10.000 $ to build a second production facility where they will 

colour the wool. 

Tecsal was together with the mushroom drying facilty one of the first 

activities developed in Salinas after the cooperativa was founded. 

For the women it is important to have this space, to come and to meet 

only between women, because often at home they lack a space to exchange 

only between them. 

There is also a room for the children to play. A volunteer dedicated 

only to the children would be a very good thing, but at the moment there is 

no such person. 

The violence in the families of man hitting women is still very present in 

Salinas. Sometimes women meet and exchange on how their man are 

beating them, so this place becomes also a refuge for them. 

Some women could finish their studies thanks to the fact, that they were 

part of Tecsal, and got support through the process it stands for.  

At the moment women would like to knit more, but it is difficult for them 

to access credit. 

The manager of the Milk Cooperative 
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Recently inaugurated cheese dairy in Salinas 

The institution is a cooperative and the owners are the 173 members. 

Beyond that there are 120 non-members that sell their milk to the 

cooperative. To sell the milk, there are some criteria, living in the 

municipality, being a rancher and being dedicated to milk production. 

The activities of the production cooperative is overseen be the 

supervisory board and board of administration, each with 3 members. Every 

6 month there is a general assembly of the members of the cooperative and 

they elect the members of the boards and supervise the semi-annual 

budgets. 

Sources of income and financing. The cooperative started with splitting 

from the cooperativa Salinas and got some means of production from there. 

Another source of income is the selling of the cheese and searching and 

opening new markets.  

They are now in a new building. The new building was financed by 

own funds and some machines were through a credit by the “Corporacion 

financiera nacional”. And a part was also some funds from an Italian credit. 

This new facility has the capacity to transform 10.000 l every day.  

The cheese production technology was introduced by José Dubach. 
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The fresh cheese with a shelf life of 1 month and the mature cheese (7 

month of ripening) and a long shelf life.  

Many members of the production cooperative are also members of the 

Coacsal. 

This production cooperative until now gives no credit to its members. 

But they are starting to create a fund to which the members have access. 

For many members of the community specially the animal husbandry 

and the selling of the milk is a way to get out of poverty, and for many the 

only source of income, so it is a central activity in Salinas.  

It is also a security, as the ranchers know that they will be paid for the 

litres of milk they bring to the cooperative, every 15 days the money is paid. 

The members have also the advantage, that they can buy the cheese at 

production cost, they get mineral salts for animal nutrition, containers for milk 

transport. 

For animal health there are courses and good practices that are 

transmitted to the members of the cooperative, at the moment no veterinary 

is available.  

The milk is collected and measured by weight and the quantities are 

registered in a book. 

A small laboratory is present where they can make milk analysis 

(mastitis and e.coli etc.) 

Many different varieties of cheese are produced. 

5. ORELLANA: JESSICA PILAY (MANAGER OF THE LOCAL 

CODESARROLLO OFFICE) 

What do you do here, with whom do you work, the importance of 

microcredit for development. 

We work in the province of Orellana, in four counties. We work with 

people from farms and we give credits to those that need it most.  

We have been growing over the years in the rural sector. 
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We work also with credit and savings cooperatives in the area of 

microcredits and we support those small local cooperatives, so that people 

can access those services also in remote areas like in the Napo region, which 

has also the benefit that the people stay in those areas and do not leave to 

big cities.  

There are 9 people working in this Codesarrollo office.  

The Ecuadorian State gives a small amount of money every month to 

the citizen (bono de desarrollo umano) which can be cashed also in the 

Codesarrollo offices. The day of the interview there was a big line of people 

waiting to cash their “bono”. 

For Codesarrollo it is a way to find new clients. Many people that get 

their “bono” have an account or open an account. 

Everybody that opens an account becomes a client. 

 

During the Interview with Jessica Pilay 

Codesarrollo is a cooperative of cooperatives, and the people that 

come to the office are called clients. We have more than 100.000 clients on 

a national level, but they are not treated only as clients, but they are treated 

as if they where members. 

When you open an account you put 20 $ cash as savings and you can 

immediately access a credit.  
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A microcredit in the rural areas and in the cities is considered a credit 

from 100$ to 5000$ 

A microcredit can be given to single person or to groups. In small 

communities we prefer to give credits to the communities, but everyone has 

an account and everyone returns the credit by him/herselve. When we go to 

the communities we interact with the local organisation, this is very important 

that the organize themselves in a structure, and giving a credit to the 

community (of 10 people for example) creates another level of interaction. 

You interact also on the community, they support and control each other, and 

when someone has a problem the community tries to support him.  

We do not have studies about which credits are returned with a better 

rate between credits to single person or credits to a community. But our 

experience shows that credits to groups have a better effect. When some 

people form a group. So when someone has a problem, the group has a 

problem, and the person knows he will influence the whole group with it. So 

there is a kind of pressure in this sense, and this helps. 

The single credits have a little higher default rates.  

Consuming credits and for housing 25 % and microcredits (production 

credits) 75 %. 

When someone does not pay his credits, there are different steps we 

take, first calling the person, their families (when you ask for a credit you 

need to name someone that has the function of guaranteeing for you, he/she 

needs to have no debts and a steady salary, so in case this person can pay 

for you. The guarantees are proportional to the amount. The guarantees can 

also be mortgage, many prefer a person, cause a mortgage costs a lot), if 

there is no answer we send letters the legal advisor and so on. Very seldom 

we get to the judiciary part, because it costs money, and it takes a lot of 

time, we try to find solutions and not getting the last resort.  

The last month (August 2013) we had a default rate of 2,1 %. 

Microcredits (for production) are given more to women, while credits 

for consumption and vivienda (housing) more to man in the cities, in the 

countryside it is almost the same. 
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The people from the countryside are more responsible, the pay back in 

the same manner. In the city women are more responsible than man, and in 

general in the city people are more complicated to deal with.  

In the countryside we go to visit to see how they are doing, how the 

production goes, if the credit is used in a good way, there is normally no 

problem in paying back. 

We don’t have a real impact evaluation if the microcredits change the 

conditions of the lives of the people. But what we see is, that someone that 

has asked for a credit of 500 $, invests and pays back regularly and then 

comes back to ask for a credit of 1.000 $ this means his condition has 

improved and he is able to pay for a bigger credit. It happens often that 

people come back. 

To access a second credit, you don’t need to have paid all your debts.  

Clients can get into debt overhang?(question from carlos) 

What happens often is that someone has asked a credit in a bank, 

because in that moment he/she needed the money, but banks often have a 

very high interest rate. So people struggle in paying back that debt. So 

what they do is they ask a credit here, they get a lower interest rate, to 

repay their debt in the bank immediately and the rest they pay to 

Codesarrollo. 

Interest rates. Microcredit 19%, in the rural areas 18%, consume 14,5 

% and for housing 10 %. 

To cooperatives we give credit on 11%-12%. 

The paying back is every month. 

Started in Fepp and when they opened the Codesarrollo office she 

applied to the position as loan officer. There I stayed for 5 years. And then I 

started with the  

I have contacts with the borrowers, the social contact is very important, 

we always try to support them, I know all the communities we work with. The 

work in the office often is very tiring and it is very important also to find new 

clients. Staying in contact with the communities, to find out about problems, 

discussing about them is crucial. 
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The relationship between the officers and the clients is a friendly. The 

clients needs to feel to be treated well. 

The clients talk the officers in formal and informal ways. 

The most important thing is to be close to the people and providing the 

service in a capillary way. 

6. ORELLANA: JOSÉ MARIA CABASCANGO (MANAGER OF THE 

COOPERATIVA PIJAL), FERNANDO CEVALLOS  (TECHNICIAN FOR 

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL PLANNING OF COOPERATIVES OF REFIDER) 

José Maria Cabascango 

The president of Refider and manager of the cooperative Pijal. We 

are in the process of transition to get in accordance to the new law on 

solidary economy. Changing our statute. 

Before the new law, the popular economy did not exist before the law. 

It was not recognized.  

We are a small cooperative in relation to other cooperatives. We are 

working especially with Indigenas. The accountability needs to be done using 

a computer, before the law it was all made by hand. 

We have credit for consumption and credits for production 

(microcredits). We have a good demand for credits. We have been active 

also in education. The most important sector in Pijal is agriculture. Since many 

centuries we are agrarian people.  

Here we have the same problem as in many other rural areas. Many 

young people are leaving the countryside to go to the city. The government 

invests in petroleum and the field remain uncultivated. We are dependent on 

the grains from other countries, while we could produce most of our grain on 

our land 

We have made many courses on organic agriculture, to improve the 

yields, how to manage water etc. What we cannot loose is our way to live 

with the pacha mama, to live with the community, to produce on our land.  
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The cooperative started to form in 1998. At the moment there are 

more than 600 families around 5000 people there.  

Fernando Cevallos 

The cooperative pijal gives the possibility to its members to invest. 

Many just want a new tv and are not interested in improve their production 

capacity. 

We cannot not give credit for consuming, because others will give it to 

them, and those institutions often exploit the people.  

We encourage people not to produce only one product, but to 

diversify their production, to be more resilient. To diversify the production 

works well, when the farmers are integrated in a network of other farmers 

that produce different products as well, so when they sell together, they can 

get better conditions. Here there is a private milk-buyer that comes with a 

truck and buys the milk directly at the house. The farmers had no possibility 

than to sell their milk to them. Then the cooperativa pijal started to collect the 

milk and pay farmers a bedder price 35 cents per litre, while the private 

milk-buyer was only giving them 25 cents. The private milk seller then for 

sure reacts. He gives them for two weeks maybe 45 cents, so when all the 

farmers are back to the milk-buyer he goes back to the 25 cents. So it is not 

easy to work in this conditions. So it takes time that such a system can 

establish itself.  

So before the cooperative the people did not have access to credits in 

normal banks. The first systems were rotational funds, where everybody was 

contributing every time the farmers were meeting. The contribution could also 

be in kind, seeds or products or other things. They started from this. This was 

very important to strengthen the community. And then the “economia 

popular” came and started to become a real alternative to the traditional 

economy. So there was a very important role of Fepp. They started to work 

in this area and a to do trainings, from very simple things like learning to 

read and write, many farmers were analfabeths and to learn bookkeeping 

for a cooperative. And the management of money in a community is very 

sensible, if you don’t have processes of transparency, or participation and 

you don’t have a structure that guarantees the whole process, it will not work. 

This capacity building is fundamental for the working of a cooperative. 
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Everything was based on trust and so if someone could not pay back it was 

not easy for this person, cause the whole community would be asking why 

can you not pay back etc. Now that the structures are becoming bigger it 

becomes more difficult. This process, when a cooperative becomes to big 

breaks the mechanism of this cooperative is mine and the perception 

becomes this cooperative belongs to someone. First it was based on trust but 

now also with the new law on cooperative credit in Ecuador this trust is 

substituted by other mechanisms. They foresee a process of 20 steps before 

giving a credit to someone, but this destroys the relationship of trust, that was 

there before. When I lose the relationship and I lose my friend, I don’t know 

the person that comes to ask for a credit and so I start to ask questions on his 

belongings, he becomes suspicious and tries to hide some aspects of his life, I 

loose all this. What is easier than giving credit to someone I know and this is 

the best guarantee I can have. So the members know also who pays back 

and who does not pay back the loans, it was self-regulating. 

In every meeting we talk about what is “economia popular y 

soldiaria”, it was here long before the government defined it. A cooperative 

cannot become a bank, just a financial institution, but it needs to be 

something more. We are for example working on health issues, like breast-

cancer in women, no other institution works on this issues, or we give courses 

to young people, as we see that there is a problem for local youth. So this is 

the importance that a cooperative has. If I don’t take part at the assemblies 

and I don’t care what is happening in the cooperative it has no real value, it 

is just one more. What our role is to transmit the spirit of our cooperative. 

We started with very simple methods of book keeping. By hand, then 

they learned to use simple typewriter. Later we did courses on how to use 

computer, cause no one of the members was able to use a computer. With 

time we also saw that some of our members had problems with Spanish, so 

we trained one member to teach bookkeeping in Kichwa (or Quichua in 

Spanish). So now they make the bookkeeping in their own language. 

Now we are in the 3. step. They need to learn how to use a new book 

keeping system that uses also the “Banco del Pacifico”. This system works 

through internet. Now our members get to know what internet is. The training 

for this course was funded by an Us-agency. So some first illiterate 

campesinos now are able to deal with a whole accounting system that even 
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the biggest bank in Ecuador uses. So now at the assemblies of the 

cooperative they talk about a liquidity index, about default, make strategies 

for the future. This shows, yes people can manage such systems. 

Now we have some difficulties with the new law on “Economia 

popular”. They created an control-organism for “economia popular”, and 

first we thought it would be a great solution. But unfortunately they don’t 

come with the social dimension in mind, but with just a financial focus.  

That a system like this can grow you need time, you need to build the 

trust, that people come and interact with the cooperative, but now if a 

cooperative has more than 200 members you need an internal audit and 

other structures, which is not based on trust anymore. They have very strict 

deadlines and the put very strong pressure on the cooperatives, so especially 

for the small ones it is very difficult to keep all the new requirements. We 

don’t have the possibility to even talk with the officials, so that they can hear 

what we have to say. Last year they told that cooperatives, that have a 

volume below 500.000 $ (the cooperativa Pijal has a volume of 360.000 $) 

don’t have to do an internal audit. The 16th of august we got the message, 

that we need to do an internal audit in 15 days. Imagine what this means for 

a small cooperative to find an auditor that is approved by the government in 

15 days and submit it to control-organism. This is really impossible and we 

don’t know what is going to happen with the cooperatives that are not able 

to comply with this. Here we are a group of 9 cooperatives, 3 were able to 

submit the report and 6 were not. We tried to ask for an extension and went 

to Quito, but they did not receive us. It not that we don’t want to comply with 

their requests, but give us some time. They can give us a fine, but there more 

difficult things coming and quite some cooperatives will have difficulties to 

comply and will probably be eliminated.  

With this new system we will loose the essence of the cooperatives. 

And you will loose the freedom of taking decisions, you don’t have much 

flexibility anymore, you are dependent on decisions taken on central level. 

Now we are trying with our group of cooperatives to propose a different 

system, where you are flexible in your decision taking, and not dependent on 

a central decision. The decision needs to happened locally. 

With the Refider (a network of cooperatives) we have 7500 members 

and 3.200.000 $ of credit portfolio. 
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José Maria Cabascango 

With the cooperative we try to support the local production. We did 

courses of Cui-production, on Quinoa, on Milk production, that has been quite 

a success. We did a demonstration unit on organic gardening, how to 

combine certain plants, on organic fertilisation, on honey production. These 

are small initiatives but we strengthen the production aspect of the area. The 

organic garden are really very important, if every family had an organic 

garden it would be a success, at least to cover the family consumption, so 

they don’t need to buy it at the local market in Otavalo. Always the aspect 

of organic farming is very important. Because if we put up a small shop and 

start to sell coca cola that would not be a good thing. The change starts with 

one self, it is since many years that I don’t drink Coca Cola, it is not good for 

my health but also because you know… 

With this courses and by improving production you think that it would 

change and that the young people would stay in Pijal and not leave for the 

cities. (Luis Hinojosa) 

We discuss this much in the cooperative. Some members of the 

cooperative live in the city and come here just one day. The courses we 

organise are attended by young and older farmers. They are small 

contributions but at least they are a grain of sand.  

If you study at the university and become a lawyer you go to the city 

to open your business. If you ask a professional to work for you, the first 

thing they ask is how much do you pay me. And we can just pay very little, 

so it is difficult for us to access professional knowledge.  

Talking about the new law of “economia popular”. We were very 

happy at first that now we had a control organism specially for the 

“economia popular”. But there is a problem, the people that are working in 

this control organism don’t have any training in “economia popular” or on the 

cooperatives. They are trained as bank officer and they come from the 

biggest banks in Ecuador, like the “Banco de Guayaquil”, coming from a 

bank it is very difficult for them to understand what it means to be a 

community based cooperative, with all the social values. And now the control 

is very rigid. And what we are worried that we cannot survive this process. 

Like with the audit, we could almost not find an accredited auditor, as all the 

cooperatives needed an auditor. For those officers a cooperative that has 
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assets for 150 million or 50.000 $ is the same. They said that there would be 

a difference in small and big cooperatives, that small cooperatives did not 

need to do an auditing, that with 50.000 $ of assets has no use, but then 

they notified us just 15 days before the deadline. So this worries us a lot.  

A credit for 600 $ can go for 6 month and a credit for 4.000 $ for 24 

month. We have a credit official in the cooperative, when someone asks for 

a credit he makes a small enquiry on his trustworthiness. The through a credit 

committee the credit will be discussed and if approved the money is paid to 

the applicant. 

We try also to follow up the people asking for credit, if it is a credit 

for production we go and have a look if it is working well and so on. But it is 

not organised, as we don’t have the capacity to follow up systematically.  

Now there are quite some members that went through the whole 

process successfully and are going on with new projects. Some started with 

flower-production, in very small, family scale production facilities (editor’s 

note: in the area there are huge flower production greenhouses owned by a 

north-american investor).  

We still don’t have an evaluation system to describe the effectiveness 

of our cooperative, but we are working on it. 

When someone is not able to pay the loan back it is often a problem 

that is discussed inside the cooperative. For example if the person is poor 

and so not paying back affects the whole family, it is not an easy issue to 

deal with. 

Fernando Cevallos 

The interest rates are also an important aspect, the committee on 

“economia popular” is trying to unify the interest rates in the whole country. 

For example for production credits (micro-credits) banks have interest rates 

between 24-30%, consume-credits 14-16%, so with this scheme they 

calculate the interest rates in function of the risk that is involved with the 

different kind of credit. But from the point of view of small cooperatives we 

are making members who produce pay more. So what real help do we give 

on the side of production with this rule? 
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On the other hand they say if you are friends, if you are from the 

same village, if you know each other very well, it will be difficult to go and 

ask for a credit, that someone does not pay back. So this happens and we 

are trying to say to our partners and members, that they need to proceed 

with getting the credit back, so if you don’t act this way, you generate a loss. 

So it is something that affects the system.  

Before it was an issue for every cooperative, but now with the new law 

they are trying to put up systems, that force people to pay back their loan. 

Because they say that otherwise we destroy their market, when we are not 

so aggressive in asking back our loans.  

The danger is that we start loosing the social connections. 

What we leave open is how the different groups are organising 

themselves and how they are collaborating. What we have standardised is 

the legal structure, and the entrepreneurial structure is also up to every 

cooperative.  

We are a step ahead of the traditional banks. Cause they started now 

to give group credits, but we are now already arrived to credits to single 

individuals.  

The group credit is very good, because it makes the people 

collaborate and organise themselves, but if one or two start not to pay back, 

so that creates a social problem inside the group, fighting and so on, so we 

started to give individual credits.  

So we are trying to work also with people that have been excluded 

from traditional credits, like people coming from other countries, that don’t 

have rights or people coming out of prison. And all this activity has 

strengthen the REFIDER and the cooperatives. So it is a question for every 

cooperative, what services are you offering to the community, and so 

working together with local groups and institutions to define these services, 

what is needed in this particular place and we are also recognized by the 

government for this. It is the best way to position ourselves on the market, 

cause we cannot compete with the marketing of traditional banks on their 

fields. So we need to strengthen the social part of the cooperatives. 

Other cooperatives use this for their marketing schemes and say” we 

have contributed to the “financas populares” and the local development” but 
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if you look then what products they offer, they don’t have even one product, 

that supports local development.  

The next focus is to insert more young people in the system. The 70 % 

of the executives of our institutions are women, so they are contributing a lot 

to this system, so there are often more women than man in the meetings…  

Luis: there was once the problem on the right and property of your 

land. During this occasion the group worked together, stayed united and 

fought together. do you think that the cooperative had a role in making this 

bond stronger? 

Jose Maria Cabascango 

For the land there was a strong unity also in the question for the water.  

The house of the cooperative was just recently built. The first floor is for 

assemblies and courses, the second floor is for administration of the 

cooperative and here where we are sitting is for welcoming of guests, tourist 

activities. 

Considerations 

The presence of the cooperative in our community is very important. It 

is important, that the money stays in the community, the money of the poor is 

for the poor, it circulates locally. The cooperativa Pijal supports its members 

with credits and savings, but also other services that a bank gives, but out of 

the point of view of the “economia popular y solidaria”. 

There is a big difference between the traditional economy and the 

“economia popular”, as it lives through the work of the local people and 

indigenas, the social organisations. It is a way to find solutions to local social 

and economical problems. It has a long history of indigenas and 

organisations working in this way and has been recognized and formalized 

in this way by the new Ecuatorian law.  

The cooperativa Pijal has never received money by the government or 

by a private entity, but grew through the support of the members, and was 

quite successful. Many people that asked for a microcredit were successful, to 

change the economic and social condition. 
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The “Buen Vivir” is a very important thing and we believe that we are 

contributing to the spiritual and material change, that humanity needs to 

make, and we are dedicated to that.  

It is a process and a project that is going on and we find in certain 

parts some support by the government, that has some socialist principles, so 

that we can create an impulse of “economia solidaria” and of the buen vivir, 

with the help of the members and the population itself. 

It is a pity that there is no education about “economia solidaria”, in the 

universities there is no course about this, but already the interest from Europe 

and the support that can be given, can contribute to create an economy that 

is more participatory and more solidaric for everyone.  

7. EL COCA: NIDIA CASTILLO (COOPERATIVA CRECIENDO JUNTOS) 

The savings and credit cooperative was born out of a group of women, 

who have a little shops in town, selling clothes and shoes on the shoes. to 

have own capital to invest and to work with by themselves.  

Why? Because we were no subjects for credits in a bank, simply 

because, we did not have a stable room where our shop was. We started 

with meeting every day during a week. Everyone was putting 1 $ in a 

common box. At the end of the week one member got the whole money and 

so on until the cycle was complete. We were not only interested in the 

financial aspect, but as people from a culture lets say traditional, we wanted 

to come together to improve. So one year we were meeting and we 

specialized in commercialisation and marketing. It was not simple, but we 

made it.  

We became better in selling. And we understood that it is not the 

quantity of money we have, but it is that we use it well. Often we did not get 

a credit even only for 300 $, because we were not considered elegible. 

Then when we started to collaborate with Codesarrollo we got a credit 

for 15.000 $ for the whole cooperative. Which was 700 $ for every 

member. So we needed to invest this money well. Most of our members have 

improved. Our aim is improve our economic well being and the “buen vivir” 

= “good living” of our families, but also on a professional scale. 
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We are 556 member. WE have only microcredits, from 50 to 5.000 $. 

Our interest rate is 24 %. 

We don’t have big clients. We don’t have the volume to work with 

them. The first credit is max. 500 $. 

We work in the northern part of the city, and most of members are 

women. 

The money we use for credits comes from Codesarrollo, who give us a 

credit and the savings of our members. 

The money our members have deposited in our account is around 

50.000 $ and our credit volume is approx. 94.000 $.  

Carlos: Orellana is a recent city and its inhabitants are coming from all 

over Ecuador. Is it difficult to form a cooperative here in comparison to a 

little town, where everybody knows everybody? 

It is not difficult, because we are united by a necessity to create a 

basis for our working together. We grew together, because many of the 

members were not part of any cooperative, and could not become part of 

already existing ones, because there was no desire in accepting them. So we 

went to Fepp to start our own group and to start to improve our conditions. 

From this necessity to improve our conditions everything started. We got 

courses by Fepp to improve our capacity in selling and organizing our stores. 

It is not our only aim to grow economically but we want to grow as 

human beings, taking courses in cooperative values and in gender equality 

etc. Everything goes together, the economical growth and the growth as 

human beings. 

The first difficulty we face is machismo. The second is the limitation of 

funds. Other difficulties are that people leave our group, because they can 

find other cooperatives that give better services. 

What is microcredit for you? 

Microcredit is a way to make our lives better. Now we need to learn 

how to invest, not only how to ask for a credit. To invest you need to 

understand what is worthy and what is not worthy anymore. 
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We were 19 when we started, we knew each other. We started that 

everyone had to contribute with 1 $ every week. It was not easy. We 

created a cashier. 

And from that money we gave credits of 20, 50 or 100 $. When 

codesarrollo saw this, they said no, it is not going to work like this and they 

gave us 15.000 $. So we split the money evenly between all members. To 

find out, who were good repayers and who bad repayers, there was a 

condition. The persons which repaid the debt timely could get double the 

amount of credit next time, the ones who did not repay were fined with not 

getting a credit for a whole year. All this rules where decided inside the 

group. Every 27th of the month the credit needed to be repaid.  

Most people were ok with the rules. The problems arose, when we 

started to apply the rules. The ones who were fined, could not ask for a 

credit, but needed to continue to contribute with their savings to the 

cooperative. Most members were effective with repaying the debt. 

There was a difficulty with very short time credits. If you wanted to 

have a credit for one day for example, there were only the moneylenders 

and their very high interest rates. So we wanted to do something about that. 

We got a small shop in the old market and started to give credits for one 

day, but with much lower interest rates (3%), than the moneylender (20%).  

The most we work with are small traders. 

Every person can become member, needing to pay a small fine of 40 

$ and some other documents. 

How do you manage to deal with machismo? 

As we woman are intelligent, we don’t try to separate us from man, but 

we try to link us to them.  

So we started to work also with them. For example if the husband of 

one member is a painter. What we did that we guaranteed him that if any 

member of cooperative needed a painter, we would call him. At the 

beginning it was difficult, but when they started to see that it was an 

advantage for them, their mindset started to change. 

Now also man can become members and get credits. Another example 

if a man wants to grow chicken and gets a credit from us, but he faces the 

problem, that on the local market, they give him a very low price for the 
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chicken he produces. So what we do is that we guarantee him a good price 

selling the chicken to the members of the cooperative. We do that, because 

we want that the money we lend is put to good use and produces some 

benefits, the money that he earns more is also more money that he puts into 

our account.  

8. QUITO: CELIA VARÉA (GRAMEEN QUITO - FUDECE), CARLA 

LANCHE (GRAMEEN AMAZONAS) 

Celia Varéa, Grameen Quito – FUDECE (Fundación para el Desarrollo 

Cultural y Edicativo) 

Microfinance in Ecuador and Grameen experience. During the 90’s, the 

Banks in Ecuador discovered a profitable market niche. They understood that 

poor people pay back, in some cases more affordably than rich people do. 

So, traditional banks started with a microfinance supply, obviously according 

to their goal, that is profit. This created several consequences on the internal 

microfinance market: first, microfinance institution started to lose their good 

reputation, replaced by the banks that acted with a different attitude; 

second, it appeared a need of professionalization of the MFI, also by the 

law, in the sense of replicate what banks did, thus denaturing MFI in their 

original shape; third, a lot of “new” microfinance institutions appeared on the 

market, mainly in the urban areas, with a very wide supply, congesting the 

market, bringing MFI to find each way to appeal clients. 

During this period, five experiences inspired by Bangladeshi Grameen 

microcredit model grew up in the country (1 in Loja, 2 in Guayaquil, 1 in 

Quito and 1 in Lago Agrio). Mrs. Varéa tried to put them together, on one 

side for working all together on the same model, and on the other side to 

gain advantages from the scale (as scale is an important success component 

of the microfinance programs). It was impossible to join the five experiences 

in one, so they only could create a network, called Red Grameen Ecuador. 

Grameen methodology in urban areas did not work, mainly because it is 

thought for people who have no alternative, while in the cities the supply was 

more than enough. They had to move to poor rural areas, where urban 

microcredit of the banks had not arrived yet. Main target was the so called 
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afro population. They started with private resources: “we had more 

enthusiasm than resources”. During the last years, the two in Guayaquil 

disappeared (probably because they did no go out from the city, they had 

cutthroat competition, the badly managed costs and investments, planning a 

too fast expansion). 

In Ecuador also Grameen was born as a Savings and Loans 

Cooperative. Cooperative gives to members the property of the 

organization, so they can participate and take all the decisions. “It was 

curious – says Mrs. Varéa – because Dr. Yunus does not like cooperatives, he 

says they are all corrupt. He came here in 2007, and it was hard, for me, 

explaining him about the cooperatives, and the network. According to our 

country situation, good cooperatives (like Codesarrollo) represent for us an 

example, a reference”. 

Methodology. The methodology adopted by Grameen Ecuador tries 

to be the more accurate possible, replicating the Bangladeshi Grameen one. 

Obviously, there are several differences between the countries, especially 

about population density, culture and gender discrimination. 

So each group of borrowers is composed of 5 people, each center of 

4 to 8 groups (ideally, because very difficult to reach such numbers). Each 

group has a coordinator, each center has a board. Groups are required to 

be composed of people living in the same community, but not relatives 

among them. The organization gives them initial training. Smallest loan was 

100$, now minimum is 300$. Then, amount of loans can increase gradually, 

depending on repayment performance, participation within the group, and 

business performance. The organization takes care about follow up and 

monitoring. Borrowers meet in a General Assembly two times in a year, more 

frequently in the local boards, totally composed of borrowers from the 

communities. They have a social agenda, exposed in their “16 decisions”, as 

Grameen Bangladesh has. In this case, the decisions are based on 

economical, social and cultural rights of people, and on the four Grameen 

principles, that are unity, discipline, courage and hard work. These principles 

were settled by the borrowers as the Social Agenda to be taken into 

consideration during the centers meetings. Grameen Ecuador borrowers are 

85% women. Men are not excluded. Moreover, gender situation in Ecuador 
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are not comparable with those in Bangladesh. In Ecuador women are more 

emancipated.  

Credit is given for productive activities, for shelter improvement and 

for education. The interest rate is higher for the first loan, due to higher risks. 

For the following loans, interest rate tries to be the same of the common 

microfinance market. Grameen is the only organization that gives credits to 

people without an existing business in the country. Nowadays Grameen 

Quito has more or less 1.500 borrowers, with a 19% interest rate (calculated 

on residual), while market interest rate is 15%. Interest rate goes lower in 

case of surplus. Operational costs are covered. Sustainability was reached 

after 7 years, also thanks to donors’ funds (since the beginning). Default rate 

has increased, passing from an initial 2-3% to a 5-6% nowadays. It 

depends, probably, on the excess of supply. The portfolio is more or less 

1.000.000$, 49-50% of these are savings, while the ideal quote should be 

70%. Borrowers have to deposit a compulsory savings of 1% each loan 

payment. Possibility of volunteer credit exists, but it’s very low. 

Sumak Kawsay. Expressed in the ancient language of indigenous 

cultures, it’s a concept that moves economic facts to the background, putting 

into the foreground the human being balance with community and 

environment. It is an interesting understanding of human life. In this mark, 

microcredit is a tool – and a right – to reach a situation of wellness, and 

balance, without focusing only on material richness. 

Intangible benefits. It’s easy to appreciate this kind of intangible 

benefits of microcredit at the local level. Level of participation is a good 

indicator. People care about their own community they don’t act only for 

themselves. Thanks to microcredit programs several training courses are 

organized in the communities (not only financial training but also about 

sexual and reproductive health, to make an example). Finally people who 

receive microcredit, training, follow up, realize that if community does not 

develop, people can’t develop. Individual development strongly depends on 

community development. 

Carla Lanche, Grameen Amazonas (employee) 
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Grameen Amazonas was born of one part of Codesarrollo. Then it 

moved, independent, towards the periphery of Puerto Francisco de Orellana, 

best known as Coca, in the Ecuadorian Amazon forest. 

Methodology is quite similar to Grameen Quito one. The group of 

borrowers are composed of 4 to 6 persons, exclusively women. The group is 

created voluntarily, among people who know one another. Women prefer to 

join groups where borrowers have an existing business, but it is not 

compulsory, because credit is given also to people without a job. Each 

member of the group join the responsibility of other members repayment. 

Centre meetings – and repayments – are fixed every 15 days. Loan 

amounts start from 300$, with a maximum of 2.000$, depending on the 

repayment performance. Actually, highest amount provided was 600$, 

nobody reached maximum amount until now. Women prefer to receive small 

loans. Only credit purpose allowed is production, and not consumption. Most 

frequent business are handicraft production, cosmetics selling, breeding 

animals, tailoring, fishing. 

When a borrower does not repay, Grameen employee try to talk with 

her, to convince her to respect the deal. They never call police or bring them 

to trial. Last resort is taking some borrower’s clothes and organize an 

auction, to find money to repay (it is a written clause). 

Gender. In Grameen Amazonas there is a strange case of perceived 

gender discrimination. Men are absolutely happy about their wives working 

and contributing to household economy. But men themselves feel 

discriminated by Grameen methodology, because they would like to accede 

to Grameen Amazonas microcredit, but they can’t. 

9. QUITO: JOSÉ TONELLO (FEPP)  

José Tonello is Director of FEPP (Populorum Progressio Ecuatorian 

Fund), President of Codesarrollo Cooperative. He was born in Italy, and he 

arrived in Ecuador in 1970, where he is living, since then. 

9.1. Credit, savings and “finanza popular”  

In Ecuador banks speak about microcredit. Microcredit supply is 

widespread within the country. Interest rates are high, and the business of the 
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microfinance institutions is growing, with commercial banks opening their 

doors to poor people. 

The Fepp Social Group speaks about “financas populares”, meaning 

“money of the people for the people, managed by the people in their own 

communities to support local development”. 

In Fepp philosophy credit is not the most important financial service for 

communities. Finance starts with saving: “only who produces more than he 

consumes and converts the difference into savings, in the local savings bank 

or in the cooperative, in his community, is able to win over poverty”. It is 

important to underline the role of local banks, to break the flow of money 

towards big cities. Saving money allows the creation of professionals, able to 

manage money as well as to consider development as something growing in 

the community, independently of external aid (national government, foreign 

Ngos). 

“Financas Populares” have technical requirements, to allow a good 

practicality, but also ethical requirements. A good saving is not only an 

economic issue but also an ethical one. It’s about correct behavior, capacity 

to prioritize, to sacrifice, to take credit and repay in time. Then “financa 

popular” has to deal with local culture, with territory: each community with its 

richness, each place with its peculiarity, each people should organize its own 

finances, its resources, to enhance the potential production of the territory 

and to answer its specific needs. 

How can poor people save money? Poor people use to think they 

cannot save money, because of the status of poor people itself. They say “I 

cannot save. How can I do it, if I am poor?”. José Tonello uses to answer: 

“You will always remain poor”. the amount of savings does not matter, 

saving money itself is the most important element. Even if you can save only 

one dollar per month, it’s an important change, because you change your 

attitude. To save money, economic activities need to realize a surplus. Two 

important factors for originating surplus are productivity and diversification. 

Taking care of livestock and fields raises productivity, while diversification of 

the products (meaning also abandoning one-crop) allows competition on the 

market, food security in quality and quantity, but also diversification of 

nutritional elements for poor people. All this purposes allow the creation of 

surplus, and surplus in its turn allows savings. 
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Poverty and culture: the Salinas Cooperative. According to the Fepp 

experience in Salinas, started in 1970, poverty problems are not only 

related to structures, but also to culture, and mindset. In Salinas, in the 70s, 

people were not used to run a risk. There was a kind of slavery by the 

landholder, who paid 20 pennies for an entire day of work in the field. Fepp 

helped poor people to understand that with some resources to invest, they 

could set them free from that slavery. Local people and Fepp people 

founded the Cooperative together. They collected savings and gave the first 

small credits, so they started increasing production. The Salinas Cooperative 

could reach several goals: economic goals, because people could be 

independent from landholders, own the lands and run their own productive 

activities; psychological goals, because people could feel able to do 

something by themselves, independent, self-trustful; and structural goals, 

because the cooperative is an entity le to organize each aspect of the local 

community economy; finally, social goals, because people started doing 

something together, for the development of the whole community. 

La Minga. Voluntary work in the community is very important. In 

Ecuador it is called Minga. It is a word with an intense significance. There are 

several types of mingas: laboral mingas, cultural ones, solidarity ones, and 

economic ones. In the last decades this concept has begun to lose its strength, 

but it remains alive in the rural areas, where the central state cannot supply 

for the satisfaction of specific needs. So, people organize itself to solve its 

own problems. In this case, Minga and cooperative savings work in the same 

direction, as both allow people to think about an integrate local economy. 

Thus, in the case of Salinas, the cooperative “organizes” the concept of 

Minga, orienting local production, guiding economic behaviors like savings, 

promoting mutual help within the community. It allows a better organization, 

an increasing production, it creates an integrate local economy, and it allows 

to do that in the same framework of the cultural base given by the Minga. 

Consumerism and happiness. “The final goal of development is 

loving more one another, being happy and living in peace”: this is the slogan 

of the Fepp, learned by the local peasants. So, a reflection about the sense 

of happiness related to economic behavior is necessary. In the common 

thinking, the so called western world is richest, more developed, people is 

more happy and satisfied than in Latin America. This is not necessarily true. In 

Ecuador, for example, people can live better than in Europe, with less 
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resources. If the consequence of the development is consumerism (like in 

Europe, for example), it is not positive for the local community. Consumerism 

means more attention on things than on relationships, more attention on 

tangible than on intangible. Greedy does not allow people to focus on 

relationship. If we want to o reflect on the concept of development we have 

to reflect on some issues related to how to reach happiness: so, re-think 

about human labor, the dignity of human labor, the need of more labor 

sources. Human labor should be source of redistribution of money, in order to 

allow everyone having the needed amount of money to live happily. 

Sustainable development. The development is sustainable “if we don’t 

eat everything, and if we let to next generations more than we received”, 

said José Tonello. The topic is quite complex, because there is a tension 

between the exploitation of natural resources for the development, and the 

conservation of the resources for the next generations. The exploitation of 

natural resources, in fact, allows a fast enrichment, a fast acquisition of 

money, a strengthening of the economy, but also a gradual destruction of the 

biodiversity, and an obvious reduction and impoverishment of natural 

resources (very important for a country like Ecuador, in this case). For 

example in Ecuador there is a strong oil drilling: this brings a lot of money in 

the country, but biodiversity is in crisis, the land is full of chemical agents, so 

we can see that the growth of the national economy is bringing a loss of 

natural resources. Thus, the question is if owning more is a good purpose to 

justify the exploitation of the natural resources – that are finites – while next 

generations risk to have no resources to use for themselves, and a 

contaminated environment, moreover. 

Credit and trust. A credit given to poor people is both an economic 

fact and a trust act. The economic action, if well managed, can change the 

economic situation of the individual; a trust act can change the person 

himself, it gives agency, self esteem, it makes feel able to do something, 

included in the society, able to take decisions. Economic effects of credit are 

important, but collateral effects on the individual are maybe more important. 

Respecting deadlines, repaying loans, following out a project can improve 

many aspects of a man’s life, overcoming a series of needs, not only 

economic needs. 
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Poverty. In Ecuador the most evident poverty is the lack of assets. The 

root of the lack of assets is the lack of opportunities. This come from structural 

injustice, as property of means of production, but it may depend on the 

weaknesses of people, who could not study, grow up as full persons, for 

example. Probably, it is easier overcome this kind of material poverty, than 

other kinds of poverty, like affective poverty, spiritual poverty, ethical 

poverty, political participation poverty, cultural poverty, identity poverty. But 

people seem to be available to fight against these kind of poverty only 

when they overcome material poverty, that means being unable to take care 

of a sick child, no shelter, no job, not enough food. When people overcome 

material poverty, and face other kinds of poverty, then they invest in human 

resources, looking more consciously at the future. Fepp was born after the 

“Populorum Progressio” encyclical letter by Pope Paolo VI, in 1967. 

According to this text, both people without minimum necessary to survive, and 

people who – owning everything – have their heart mutilated by selfishness, 

they live the same level of human underdevelopment. So, the material 

dimension of poverty is important, but other dimensions are the ones we need 

to overcome for the wellness of people. 

Saving. There is a difference between credit (microcredit, too) and 

saving, related to people attitude towards these concepts. The concept of 

credit implies that someone gives to us something, so we are to wait from 

someone’s intervention to solve our problems. On the other hands, saving 

implies that we organize our finances and our needs to provide for the future 

by ourselves. In this sense, saving is not only an economic act, but also 

something that produce virtuous habits. It learns that people have to establish 

priorities, sometimes they have to make surrenders, they have to prepare to 

the future. Finally, saving creates a virtuous attitude, giving shape to the 

character of people. 

10. QUITO: LUIS HINOJOSA (CODESARROLLO)  

Luis Hinojosa, Vice Director of Grupo Social FEPP (Social Group 

Ecuatorian Fund Populorum Progressio) 
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Fepp was born in Ecuador in 1970. The initiative of Monsignor 

Cándido Rada (Bishop of Guaranda) took place after the Populorum 

Progressio encyclical letter, by Pope Paul VI. The scope of Fepp was 

supporting popular sectors of Ecuador, especially indigenous population, with 

a credit fund. Fepp began with a small group, and now it works on a 

national level, with 10 regional offices, and several technique teams, 

composed by experts in agriculture, livestock, administration, accounting and 

social problems. They work for development projects, promoting an integral 

development. The call of Paul VI in his encyclical letter was about 

transforming living conditions “less human” into “more human” ones. Fepp 

turned that call into an integral development proposal. 

Fepp and Codesarrollo. In 1997 Fepp had to face a request by 

several organizations, financed by its fund. Such organizations asked Fepp 

to earn their money, because they did not trust financial system. So, Fepp 

created a Savings and Loans Cooperative, called “Cooperativa Desarrollo 

de los Pueblos”, Codesarrollo.28 It is the translation in Spanish of the title of 

the encyclical letter, as Populorum Progressio means “development of 

populations”. Codesarrollo was born as a cooperative of cooperatives, 

aiming at helping other cooperatives, associations, local banks. 

According to an integrate vision of development, Fepp and 

Codesarrollo complement with a fair trade enterprise, a training school on 

entrepreneurship, a company for measurement and legalization of lands, a 

company for house building and potable water projects, a basic computers 

company, a company for supplies, work tools and agro-import. We can 

speak about “companies”, because each one seeks for self sustainability. 

Trough a synergic work with these coordinated organizations, Fepp and 

Codesarrollo promote proposals of integral development, local 

development, rural development. Such a structure allows the creation of a 

network, between Fepp – Codesarrollo and local cooperatives and 

associations, and between these organizations and both local and national 

governments. Such a partnership is a very good environment for the 

                                            

28 Actually, Codesarrollo works with 103 savings and loans cooperatives, 20 
cooperatives of production (or commercialization) associations, working directly on the field, 
and 20 Ngos. It counts on a 100 million dollars capital, 16 agencies in the country, 220 
employees at national level. Fepp counts on more than 500 employees at national level.  
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implementation of integral development projects in the “populorum 

progressio” vision. 

Ethical and political dimension of labor. Fepp work focuses on labor 

as a fundamental component in the construction and growth of people 

identity. According to Fepp ethical values have an important function in the 

construction of a person identity, but nowadays values such as solidarity, 

working together, taking care of childhood, respect for elders, investing in 

young people, women empowerment in the community, are all 

underestimated in Ecuador. According to Fepp the ethical dimension is an 

integral part in the labor concept. The labor concept is linked also with the 

concept of accountability of the work. This means that work needs to be 

linked with a great sense of responsibility towards the community, the family, 

the environment. The concept of the work needs to be integrated also with 

the sense of respect and protection of natural resources. But these ethical 

values are disappearing because of economic reasons (because the concept 

of profit)  

The work Fepp is carrying on has a ethical and political connotation, 

political means that has to do with the administration of the common 

resources. For this reason in his work Fepp focuses in the political and ethical 

dimension of labor. Many previous Fepp employees are nowadays manager 

in different organization, at different levels and bring into their work the 

ethical and political conception of labor they learn working with Fepp. This 

conception overcome even the distinction between left or right political 

parties.  

10.1. Microfinance and People’s Economy 

According to Fepp, the adjective Micro of Micro-finance conveys the 

wrong idea. In Ecuador micro-enterprises are the majority, that’s why micro 

has indeed a macro dimension. For this reason Fepp prefers to use the 

expression “Popular Economy” to refer to his financial activity such as 

Microfinance, Financial Services, Savings and Credit Services. More than half 

of the population of Ecuador is involved in initiatives of popular economy, for 

this reason Fepp required and obtained an official recognition of these 

initiatives. The initiatives of Ethical Financial Services have been recognized 

also by the Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador as being part of Fair 
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Trade Economy. This new economic dimension is something different both 

from the public and from the private economy and has to do with local 

integral development. The financial services Fepp provide allow micro-

enterprises to generate profit that stay within the local community, creating 

economical relationship and promoting local development. These financial 

services stimulate the creation of new local micro enterprises, such has 

agricultural enterprises, diary industries, chocolate factories and 

consequently the creation of employment. 
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TUNISIA 

1. ABOUT THE FIELD MISSION 

The fourth field visit of the “Teaching Microcredit Project” was 

implemented in in Tunisia. The aim of the study visit was to accumulate 

experiences and to collect material on microcredit practices that can be used 

in the preparation of the Microcredit Toolkit and in secondary education.  

The immediate outcome of the study visit is a wide range of site vists 

with video or voice recorded interviews with experts and stakeholders, both 

on the side of microcredit institutions and on the side of the borrowers.  

 

Part of the Team interviewing Mr. Belaid Ouled Abdallah 

The group was formed by  

 Mr Damiano Duchemin (Gruppo di Volontariato Civile, GVC 

Bologna, Italy),  

 Dr. Peter Futó (Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary),  

 Mr. Carlos Guimaraes (Asociación Consorcio de Cooperación, 

Cordoba, Spain),  

 Mr. Andrea Sparro (University of Bologna) and  

 And Mr. Miko Meloni (Freelance videomaker).  

The study tour was organised by  
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 Mr Damiano Duchemin (Gruppo di Volontariato Civile, GVC 

Bologna, Italy), 

 Ms Liù Fornara, the local resident representative of GVC in 

Tunisia, 

 And by a group of local consultants, under the leadership of Dr 

Belaid Ouled Abdallah, expert on Social Economy, Head of the 

NGO Tunisian Network of Social Economy. 

 

The timeline of the professional part of the study visit was as follows. 

 27 January: field visit in Kairouan (160 KM far from Tunis)  

o Meeting with the referents of the "AKAD" association 

(Association Kairouan pour l'Auto Développement). 

Recorded interview. For a description of AKAD, see 

the corresponding chapter of this report.  

o Site visits and recorded interviews with borrowers of 

AKAD. 

 28 January: meeting at the ENDA office in Tunis. ENDA is a 

commercial MC organization that has several local offices all 

around the country. 

o Meeting with the referents of ENDA. Interviewing the 

Secretary General of ENDA, Mr Michael Cracknell. 

Recorded interview. For a description of ENDA see the 

corresponding chapter of this report. Location: ENDA’s 

Headquarters inTunis. 

 29 January: ENDA 

o Site visits and recorded interviews at some projects 

financed by ENDA. Location: a centrally located 

district of Tunis. 

 30 January: meeting at the BTS office (Banque Tunisienne de 

Solidarité Sociale)  

o Meeting with the President and General Director of 

BTS. Recorded interview. For a description of BTS, see 

the corresponding chapter of this report. 

o Site visit and recorded interview at a district 

subsidiary of BTS in Cité Ettathamen, a district of Tunis.  
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o Site vists and recorded interviews at some projects 

financed by BTS. Location: Cité Ettathamen, Avenue 

Iben Kholdoun. 

 31 January : Meeting at the UTSS office in Tunis (Union 

Tunisienne de Solidarité Sociale) 

o Meeting with the referents of UTSS. Recorded 

interview. For a description of UTSS see the 

corresponding chapter of this report. 

o Site visits and recorded interviews at some projects 

financed by UTSS in Takelsa. Visit at Local 

Development Centre run by UTSS and meeting with 

some microcredit borrowers there. Takelsa is a village 

60 km southwes from Tunis. 

o Interview with Dr Belaid Ouled Abdallah, expert on 

Social Economy, Head of Tunisian Network of Social 

Economy. 

2. MICRO ENTERPRISES AND FINANCIAL ACCESSIBILITY 

Micro-businesses in Tunisia play an important role in the national 

economy.  

 There are more than 503,000 registered micro- enterprises 

employing nearly 507,000 people, or 20 % of the total labor 

force in non-agricultural sectors. They contribute up to 7.5% of 

GDP and about 9.0% of non-agricultural GDP. In addition to 

these structures, there are nearly 160,000 small farmers in the 

country.  

 Additionally, the contribution of informal small businesses to 

employment creation and income creation is even larger. After 

the revolution of 2011, informal economy has dynamically 

increased. 

All of the above types of entreprises need access to financing to 

survive and grow, but most of them are excluded from the traditional 

banking sector due to their inability to provide guarantees. This challenge 

has led to the development of the microfinance in Tunisia since the mid-
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1990s. Since then a regulatory framework and a re-financing scheme has 

been established which has led to the creation of nearly 290 associations of 

micro- credit. Additionally, a strong commercial micro-credit organisation, 

ENDA has been established and offered its services all over tha country.  

However, despite all efforts, the rate of penetration of the microcredit 

sector remained low and most of the target customers remains excluded from 

funding. Despite the growth in the number of microcredit associations and 

their coverage of all of the 264 administrative delegations (districts) of the 

country29, the majority of micro–entrepreneurs (approximately three 

quarters) eligible for micro- credit remains excluded from funding.  

Statistical surveys30 show that in Tunisia approximately 400.000 micro- 

entreprises suffer from problems of access to finance. Bank credit represents 

only 8% of financing within the structure of micro enterprises while the 

contribution of micro- credit disbursed by microcredit associations does not 

exceed 1.4 %. For micro enterprises the most important funding sources are 

retained profits of the company (for 52.5 % of the micro firms) and other 

own resources (in case of 27.6 % of the firms).  

There is therefore a strong potential unsatisfied demand for 

microfinance products that microcredit associations are unable to meet.  

3. EVOLUTION OF MICROFINANCE IN TUNISIA  

3.1. Policies, strategies, plans and laws before the revolution 

The financing of micro enterprises goes back to the early 1960s when 

credit unions have established local branches and various development 

programmes offered by international organizations31 started to fund small 

businesses. State intervention has strengthened in 1973 with the 

                                            

29 The delegations (districts) of Tunisia (mutamadiyah) are the second level 
administrative divisions of Tunisia between the governorates and the sectors (imadats). As of 
2006 there were 24 governorates which were divided into 264 delegations (mutamadiyat) 
and further divided into 2073 sectors. Source: Wikipedia. 

30 National Statistical Institute (INS), Survey of Micro - Enterprises, 2007 

 

31 E.g. International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the World Food 
Programme (WFP) 
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establishment of the so called "Regional Development Programme" (RDP) 

which assisted in employment creation of the rural population and in the 

early 80s with the "Integrated Urban Development Programme" (PDUI) which 

introduced the Fund for the Promotion of Handicrafts and Small Trades. 

Subsidized credit were the main mechanism of intervention programs. 

Legal framework of 1999. The first law32 on microcredit in 1999 

defined microcredit as any credit granted by micro-credit associations, 

financing the acquisition of small production equipment or working capital, or 

improving living conditions, facilitating economic and social integration. This 

was a law on “social microcredit”. The maximum amount of this credit is 

5.000 TND distributed with an interest rate of 5%, for a maximum 

repayment term of three years. According to this law persons eligible for 

micro-credit were individuals who (a) belonged to needy families and 

vulnerable groups and having the ability to perform an activity, or (b) who 

were sufficiently qualified to conduct business and were not engaged not a 

salaried job.  

Microcredit in Tunisia should be analysed in the context of its lively 

social economy.33 The sector of social economy consists of associations, co-

operatives, foundations and mutual organizations.34 Out of these 

organisations, it is the associations that have obtained a significant role in 

fighting financial exclusion by providing microcredit to otherwise non-

bankable strata of the society. The legal framework of the social economy 

has a long tradition in Tunisia, while many of its most important institutions 

originate from the 1950s and 1960s.  

The Tunisian microcredit sector should be analysed within the culture of 

saving and indebtedness in Tunisian society. Some traditional Islamic ways of 

granting credits have survived, both in various forms informal lending and in 

islamic microcredit offered by certain banks. Islamic credit is characterised 

                                            

32 Laws 99-67 and 99-70 of 15 July 1999. 

33 Rapport sur l’ Économie Sociale en Tunisie. By Belaïd Ouled Abdallah. Study 
financed by Agence Espagnole de Coopération International. 

34 A mutual, mutual organization, or mutual society is an organization (which is often, 
but not always, a company or business) based on the principle of mutuality. Unlike a true 
cooperative, members usually do not contribute to the capital of the company by direct 
investment, but derive their right to profits and votes through their customer relationship. 
Source: Wikipedia. 
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by the fact that the lender and the borrower jointly share the risk of the 

financed undertaking.  

In 1997 the Tunisian government created the Tunisian Solidarity Bank 

(BTS) in order to facilitate socio -economic integration of the poor. BTS 

specializes in financing directly (via its regional subsidairies) and indirectly 

(via microcredit associations) investments of micro-enterprises with credits not 

secured by collateral, up to the level of 90% of the investment value.  

3.2. The Tunisian Solidarity Bank (BTS) 

Tunisian Solidarity Bank (BTS) was created by Presidential Decree of 

21 May 1997. It is a Tunisian bank governed by Law No. 67-51 of 7 

December 1967, which regulates the banking industry. The base capital of 

BTS is owned by the State, by private companies and by individuals. It 

actually started its activities in March 19981 under the joint supervision of 

the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank of Tunisia (BCT).  

BTS aims to provide funding and creation of sources of income for 

people who are unable to gather the necessary resources or provide 

sufficient guarantees. In the first ten years of its existence it financed some 

460 000 micro -projects and micro-enterprises for a total amount of 970 

million dinars. BTS id the ultimate source of most of the funds disbursed as 

“social microcredit” in Tunisia. 

In addition to assistance for setting up micro- projects, BTS works in 

partnership with associations and NGOs in the context of refinancing 

agreements and has developed up to 271 microfinance associations (AMC) 

between 1998 and 2008. Loans financed or refinanced by BTS are 

disbursed for a low interest rate (5%). The financing terms were defined in a 

framework agreement and an annual contract was signed between the two 

parties, i.e. BTS and the association. The renewal of the contract was 

dependent on whether the association was able to recover at least 80% of 

the disbursed credits. 35 

                                            

35 For more details, see the article “La Micro-finance en Tunisie : Etat des Lieux et 
Perspectives” by Mehdi Mejdoub”. published in December 2013 by “L’ Institut Arabe des 
Chefs d’Entreprises”, 6 et 7 décembre 2013. Citation from the article: “Ce financement revêt 
deux volets. Le premier est relatif au crédit : la BTS octroie des crédits sans taux d’intérêt 
aux associations qui les redistribuent aux micro-entrepreneurs avec un taux préférentiel 
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The target group of these interventions is young graduates and skilled 

persons, in fact BTS finances only qualified persons or persons with tertiary 

education. BTS has 24 local agencies in the provincial governorates. 

Agencies of the BTSgrant annually, on average, 10,000 credits with an 

average size of 9.000 Tunisian Dinars (TND). At the end of 2009, the Bank 

had an outstanding 422 million Tunisian Dinars. Additionally, in order to 

ensure greater proximity to clients, BTS developed co-operation with various 

local and central organisations reponsible for development36.  

Until 2010 the regulatory framework allowed microcredit associations 

to raise their funds only from the Tunisian Solidarity Bank (BTS), and BTS 

drew each year its funds from money collected during the National Day of 

Solidarity of 8 December.  

BTS also provides grants to the microcredit associations and subsidizes 

their ongoing administrative costs to a certain level. Microcredit associations 

receive a cost reimbursement from BTS of 20 Dinars for the openong of each 

credit dossier. This scheme motivates the associations to disburse many loans 

of smaller volumes. 

In Tunisia altogether 1200 loan officers work for various microcredit 

associations. Associations have not set up a central risk management 

organisation. The legal environment did not allow associations to raise funds 

from sources other than the BTS, and prohobited the collection of deposits. 

These were conditions which created an effective limit of the size of their 

portfolios. Moreover, microcredit associations were politicized in the sense 

that the members of the steering committees needed to have the "blessing" 

of regional and local authorities. Associations have become a vehicle to 

attain social peace through maintaining a subsidized interest rates.  

The legal and institutional arrangement established in 1999 has led to 

a rapid increase in the number of associations across the country. At the end 

                                                                                                               

maximum de 5%. Les modalités de financement sont définies dans une convention cadre et 
un contrat programme annuel, signés entre les deux parties. La reconduction du contrat 
programme est tributaire du recouvrement, par l’association, d’au moins 80% des crédits 
échus. Le second volet est relatif aux subventions : la BTS accorde aux associations une 
prime d’installation de 15000 dinars et une prime d’exploitation de 20 dinars par dossier, 
plafonnée à 10.000 dinars par an.” 

36 E.g. Regional Development Commissions, National Agency for Employment and 
Independent Work, Tunisian Agency for Vocational Training, etc. 
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of 2012, i.e. 13 years after the enactment of the first law, there were 288 

associations of micro- credit, covering all regions of the country and have 

served 410,000 customers with a total of 553 million dinars.  

Rural focus. Unlike Enda these associations operate more in the rural 

areas: some 67% of loans were granted in rural areas, mainly to finance 

agricultural activities. The second biggest target group of microcredit 

associations is crafts activities, followed by trade and services activities.  

Women represent almost 44% of clients of microcredit associations 

(AMC). Women micro-entrepreneurs are considered more creditworthy and 

therefore their funding requests are more readily accepted. As of the 

regional distribution of funds, applicants in less developed regions have a 

bigger likelihood to receive micro-credits from microcredit associations, than 

those in developed ones. 

3.3. AKAD: an example for a local microcredit organisation 

An example for local microcredit associations is AKAD in the city of 

Kerouan. AKAD is an abbreviation for “Kairouan Association for Self 

Development”. Kerouan is a lively historic town two hours drive from Tunis, in 

the middle of a rural region with successful agriculture.  

AKAD is a local development NGO created by a Government 

decree37. The Association implements programmes and projects for the 

following objectives 

 Family support for vulnerable strata of the society 

 Rural development 

 Environment protection / sustainable development, e.g. 

implementing a Local Action Plan to Combat Desertification 

 Creating networks of micro enterprises 

 Enhancing women's economic contributions by upgrading women's 

skills  

 Reducing socio-economic and financial exclusion. 

                                            

37 Decree No. 262, 30 April 1993 Journal Officiel de la Republique Tunisienne 
(JORT) 
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 Offering training courses on entrepreneurship, whereby the 

beneficiaries are helped in the realization of their projects by 

experts.  

AKAD is also acting as a microcredit association financed by BTS. Most 

beneficiaries of this service are farmers. Akad is able to recover the 91% of 

the loans, which is better than the mandatory 80%.  

 

Interviewing a Kairouan entrepreneur 

3.4. Tunisian Union for Social Solidarity (Union Tunisienne De 

Solidarite Sociale – UTSS) 

UTSS is another organisation which grants social microcredit for a wide 

range of beneficiaries. The loans are re-financed by BTS.  

The UTSS is a federation of regional and local associations covering all 

of Tunisia. It was created in 1964, a few years after the country's 

independence in order to support, supplement, relaying the government 's 

efforts to cope with different socio -economic problems in the aftermath of 

decolonization. 

In 1992 UTSS has set up a support and assistance programme for 

community self development and for social inclusion of marginalised families. 

UTSS has local offices in 84 districts, most of them rural. UTSS maintains a 

wide range of institutions for social interventions such as 280 nurseries, 

11.000 kindergarten and 11 centres for elders. UTSS has around 1800 

employers. Various programmes implemented by UTSS have been initated 
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and supported by the Government of Tunisia and by international 

organizations such as the World Bank, International Organization for 

Migration, European Union. The areas of intervention include:  

 improving the access to basic services (education, health, 

technical services, drinking water, electricity, roads, etc.),  

 protection of the environment,  

 spreading know how on local development and small enterprise 

management 

 and the diversification of income-generating activities, among 

them the granting of microcredit to farmers and for the 

development of microenterprises.  

3.5. The rise of commercial microcredit and ENDA 

ENDA was established under a law which enables the setting up and 

operation of international non-governmental organisation in Tunisia38. 

However, while still being an international, nominally non-profit NGO, since 

2005 ENDA offers commercial (profit-oriented) microcredit39 in Tunisia.  

The evolution of ENDA’s activities went as follows. 

 In 1993, ENDA launched an integrated economic and social 

development programme in a poor suburb of Tunis which 

included outreach such as vocational training for school drop-outs 

and raising awareness about health issues for women. These 

activities were mainly financed by the European Union and the 

Spanish international co-operation agency.  

 In 1995, ENDA began to provide microcredit and by 2000, 

decided to focus almost entirely on providing support to micro-

entrepreneurs, essentially through financial services (in particular 

microcredit) and support to micro-enterprises (training, 

marketing, advice). 

                                            

38 Law n° 93-80 dated 26 July 1993 

39 In May 2005, ENDA was authorised by the Ministry of Finance to grant microcredit 
in the framework of Law n° 99-67 dated 15 July 1999 which also allows associations to 
grant microcredit. 
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 In May 2005, ENDA was authorised by the Ministry of Finance to 

grant microcredit in the framework of Law n° 99-67 dated 15 

July 1999 which also allows associations to grant microcredit. In 

June of the same year, the Central Bank of Tunisia granted 

ENDA "resident" status which opened up access to loans from 

Tunisian banks to finance our growth. 

 In December 2008, the MIX Market (MIX Top 100 MFIs in the 

world) ranked ENDA as the 18th out of the best-performing MFIs 

in the world (ranked 30th in 2007). 

 In 2013 the association had 230,000 active customers with an 

outstanding credit portfolio of 150 million dinars40 and a 

network of 70 branches, covering all governorates and 66% of 

the districts41. The network of ENDA is served by a staff of 1.100 

people, 80 % are graduates of higher education. Moreover, 

Enda has managed to integrate some other regional and 

international networks of micro -finance42. 

For the last 18 years, Enda has awarded more than one billion dinars 

in micro -credit, with an overall repayment rate of 98%. 440,000 people 

have received at least one loan and today serves 230,000 " active 

customers, who have a current loan. The 230,000 micro -enterprises that are 

are currently supported by Enda offer over some 60,000 salaried jobs to 

their emloyees.  

ENDA employs 1,100 people, 80 % of them university graduates. 

Since the revolution, ENDA has increased its workforce by approximately 

350 people. ENDA paid about six million dinars in 2012 to the State in form 

of VAT and other taxes, moreover it brings in foreign currency.  

ENDA is financed by repaid loans and by new loans taken up by 

ENDA from loans offered by ten Tunisian banks and nine international 

                                            

40 One Tunisian Dinar (TND) is equivalent to 0.46 EUR in February 2014. Since 2012 
the currency has been depreciated by approximately 10%. 

41 The delegations (districts) of Tunisia (mutamadiyah) are the second level 
administrative divisions of Tunisia between the governorates and the sectors (imadats). As of 
2006 there were 24 governorates which were divided into 264 delegations (mutamadiyat) 
and further divided into 2073 sectors. Source: Wikipedia. 

42 e.g. Sanabel and Microfinance Network. 
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financial partners. ENDA has taken up 2005 loans of the value of 131 million 

dinars locally and 94 million dinars equivalent in foreign currency.  

The micro- credit granted by ENDA costs up to 25% interest, which is 

criticised by many in Tunisia who tend to believe that poverty must be 

addressed by charities. Unlike microcredit associations, ENDA needs to pay 

taxes and its costs are nor reimbursed by any subsidies. 

Each time that a borrower repays its debts, she becomes eligible to a 

new credit with a somewhat higher volume. Most borrowers want to keep this 

situation running and use ENDA as a source of working capital without 

collateral. 

According to ENDA’s business philosophy, the poor repay their loans, 

and women entrepreneurs are more creditworthy. 43  

The performance of ENDA from the 1st of November 2011 to 30th 

September 2013 can be characterised by the following indicators: 

 Number of firms financed: 3265  

 Amount granted (Tunisian Dinars) 7.015.000  

 Average loan size (Tunisian Dinars) 2149  

 Average duration (months) : 15  

 Credit Portfolio (Tunisian Dinars) 4654500  

 Share of the portfolio for which payments are more than 30 

days overdue (PAR30) 1.63% 

 Share of borrowers younger than 35 years: 58% 

 Share of women borrowers: 51%. 

 Share of borrowers with at least secondary education: 50% 

 Share of borrowers with primary education: 30% 

 Share of borrowers with tertiary education: 16% 

 Share of analphabetic borrowers: 3% 

 Share of borrowers in the commerce / trade sector: 37% 

 Share of borrowers in the services sector: 34% 

                                            

43 Où en est la micro-finance en Tunisie? Source: Huffington Post, Publication: 
10/10/2013 20h28. http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/michael-cracknell/ou-en-est-la-
microfinance_b_4077347.html?utm_hp_ref=maghreb 
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 Share of borrowers in the production sector: 29% 

 Share of new client borrowers: 80% 

3.6. Microfinance policy after 2011 

After the Tunisian revolution of 2011, in the wake of political changes, 

the microfinance sector began to experience a new dynamics that has 

resulted in significant changes in the field of financial intermediation. 

Moreover, several national and foreign players have shown interest to invest 

in microfinance activities in Tunisia. This has led to a change of the existing 

microfinance law in 201144. 

Decree 117 of 5 November 2011 opened the door to the 

commercialization of the sector, allowing profit-oriented (commercial) 

microfinance activity, while at the same time attempting to encourage the 

classic “social microcredit” approach by laying down the basis of 

consolidating and and restructuring microcredit associations. Also, it 

attempted to improve the stability and transparence of the microcredit sector 

by establishing a Control Authority.  

The declared aims of the law were as follows: 

 To establish a regulatory framework and a supervision agency 

which encouraged the development in the sector 

 To redefine the role of BTS, of microcredit associations and of 

the credit guarantee company FNG45 and to involve various 

additional actors into microfinance provision, such as the Post 

Office and private actors. 

 To enhance the sustainable development of the sector. 

This is the first legal provision to allow for registered companies to 

offer profit oriented (commercial) microcredit.  

Base capital requirement. Microfinance companies must have a minimum 

capital of 3 million dinars. The existing microfinance associations can continue 

                                            

44 Legislative Decree 117 of 5 November 2011 

45 Guarantee organisation for farm credits, credits for small businesses, including 
credits financed and re-financed by BTS. 
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to operate on the condition that they have a base capital of at least 200 

thousand dinars.  

Slow transit from microcredit to microfinance. The decree gives the 

opportunity for MFIs to offer microinsurance with the involvement of insurance 

companies. However, the decree continues to prohibit collecting deposits for 

both types of microcredit organisations. This provision removes certain risks 

associated with deposit collection, but at the same time reduces the liquidity 

of microcredit associations in time of crisis and fails to address the large 

demand for savings services. 

State supervision. The decree provides for the creation of a supervisory 

authority whose main task is the regulation and supervision of MFIs. The 

modus operandi of this structure are determined by a different Decree46. 

This governing structure47 has been specifically created in 2013 and held its 

first Board of Directors in July of the same year. 

Maximum size of credits. The new regulations have changed the ceilings 

of micro-credit. Thus, in case of entrepreneurial credits, the ceiling remained 

the same in case of Microcredit Associations (5.000 Dinars), but in case of 

MFIs having the status of a limited company, it has been raised to 20.000 

Dinars if the loan. On the other side, for loans called “credits for improving 

living conditions” - which are practically consumer credits, and thus outside 

the scope of this investigation - the limit is 1.000 Dinars if these loans are 

granted by Associations and 3000 Dinars if granted by corporations. 

As of the interest rates, in case of micro-loans subsidized from 

budgetary resources under agreements concluded with the BTS, the maximum 

annual interest rate continues to be 5 % plus a commission fee of 2.5 %. For 

micro-loans financed by non-budgetary resources, the interest rate may be 

calculated by taking into account the actual expenditures that are necessary 

for granting of these credits, in particular the cost of resources, managerial 

operations, training and operating costs. This provision is a further legal 

reinforcement of the parctices of commercial microcredit providers, and in 

particular it extends the legal support to the practices of ENDA, which 

charges an average yearly interest rate of 25%. 

                                            

46 Decree 2012-2128 of 28 September 2012 

47 Autorité de Contrôle de la Microfinance. 
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Client data base. The new regulation provides for the setting up of a 

joint Information Center where all commercial and subsidized microcredit 

organisations shall exchange information on client creditworthiness. 

This regulatory framework, if sustained, will transform the field of 

micro- finance. It will attracting new commercial investors who have mastered 

the technology and the tools of micro -finance. It will help to create a 

competitive environment and to spread microfinance products which have 

adapted to the needs of micro -entrepreneurs and micro -enterprises. It is 

likely that enhanced competition among MFIs will improve financial inclusion. 

Since the new law has reinforced the procedures and institutions of control, it 

will better protect clients.  

Concerns of microcredit associations. In spite of good aims, these 

changes have led to serious challemges for existing microcredit associations. 

Incumbent microcredit associations have great difficulty in complying with the 

requirements of the new law, especially with the obligation of demonstrating 

a high base capital. Therefore, in February of 2014, i.e. a the time of our 

study visit, microcredit associations were seriously hindered in carrying out 

their activities. During our visits to microcredit associations we have met many 

stakeholders who were concerned about the strengthening of the profit-

oriented approach. They feared that the subsidizing of the poor through 

microcredits will further decrease, and that as a consequence successful 

entrepreneurial segments with better creditworthiness will benefit. 

Suspension of the law. Since the associations were not able to comply 

with the new provisions, they have strongly lobbied against it. As a 

consequence, the law of 2011 was suspended and should be reviewed by 

the National Constituent Assembly. Therefore the associations are allowed to 

continue to continue the disbursing of micro credits under the previous 

legislation.  
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Interviewing an entrepreneur in Tunis 

4. DEBATES ON HOW TO DEVELOP THE MICROFINANCE SECTOR 

Microfinance exists in almost every country. Today 200 million people 

around the world benefit from microcredit, with a portfolio of approximately 

$ 90 billion. Microfinance institutions (MFIs) take many forms : co- operative 

credit and savings, NGOs, banks... They can be non-profit or profit, offered 

by NGOs, by banks or by governments. 

In Tunisia there is a wide consensus about the ultimate goal of 

microfinance: to develop a country wide network of sustainable financial 

services for micro –entrepreneurs in order to enable them to integrate better 

into their socio-economic environment. In spite of this consensus, there is a 

very lively debate on the development of the sector. 48 It is the inevitable 

shift towards commercialisation that has significantly influenced the 

divergence of views about microfinance industry and microfinance policy. As 

in other many countries, in Tunisa the views have been antagonised between 

two opposing views of microfinance, that represent different schools of 

                                            

48 Commercialization in Microfinance. A Study of Profitability, Outreach and Success 
Factors within the Latin American Context. By Petra Dacheva. Advisor: Dr. Eugene Gotwalt. 
Honors 2008 Summer Research Paper of Sweet Briar College, USA. 
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thought: this is the contrast between thee so-called institutionalist views and 

the so-called welfarist views49.  

Welfarists are focusing on the social mission of microfinance. Welfarists 

see the whole commercialization process as driving microfinance institutions 

away from their mission. They think that the function of microfinance is to 

reach as many poor people as possible, i.e. to deepen the outreach, to be 

non-exclusive.  

Institutionalists believe that the creation of institutions is more useful 

than the actual transfer of funds. Institutionalists believe in meeting the 

demand for microfinance, expanding outreach and developing the formal 

financial system of a country.. Unlike welfarists, they believe a cost effective 

and efficient MFIs are more likely to serve the poor and ensure their socio-

economic integration.  

In Tunisia the debate has been extended to both theorists and 

practitioners. The two sides propose frameworks, structures and operating 

methods for completely different microfinance institutions. The main point of 

divergence between the two schools is about poverty alleviation mission, 

profitability and financial efficiency of MFIs. Commercial providers of 

microcredit characterise the government programme under the BTS as having 

been less than successful, with heavy subsidies, a very poor repayment rate 

and strong political interference. The other questions the basic values of 

commercial microcredit providers as ENDA with its 25% interest rate levied. 

According to welfarist views ENDA does not contribute to poverty alleviation 

and is not part of the solidarity based social economy. 

                                            

49 The Microfinance Schism, By JONATHAN MORDUCH, Princeton University, New 
Jersy, USA. World Development, Vol. 28, No. 4, pp. 617 - 629, 2000. 


